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Abstract
The world wide web contains vast amounts of data, but only a small portion of it is accessible in an operational form by machines. The rest of this vast
collection is behind a presentation layer that renders web pages in a humanfriendly form but also hampers machine-processing of data. The task of converting web data into operational form is the task of data extraction. Current approaches to data extraction from the web either require human-effort
to guide supervised learning algorithms or are customized to extract a narrow
range of data types in specific domains. We focus on the broader problem of
discovering the underlying structure of any database-generated web site. Our
approach automatically discovers relational data that is hidden behind these
web sites by combining experts that identify the relationship between surface
structure and the underlying structure.
Our approach is to have a set of software experts that analyze a web site’s
pages. Each of these experts is specialized to recognize a particular type of
structure. These experts discover similarities between data items within the
context of the particular types of structure they analyze and output their discoveries as hypotheses in a common hypothesis language. We find the most
likely clustering of data using a probabilistic framework in which the hypotheses provide the evidence. From the clusters, the relational form of the data is
derived.
We develop two frameworks following the principles of our approach. The
first framework introduces a common hypothesis language in which heterogeneous experts express their discoveries. The second framework extends the
common language to allow experts to assign confidence scores to their hypotheses.
We experiment in the web domain by comparing the output of our approach to the data extracted by a supervised wrapper-induction system and
validated manually. Our results show that our approach performs well in the
data extraction task on a variety of web sites.
Our approach is applicable to other structure discovery problems as well.
We demonstrate this by successfully applying our approach in the record
deduplication domain.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1
1.1.1

Overview
Goal

The web contains vast amounts of data, estimated to be in the order of tens of billions
of pages[36] or even more when the hidden web, pages that are not accessible by simple
links, is included[38]. Unfortunately, machines can only use a very small portion of this
large data. This is because a human-browsable web requires a thick presentation layer and
this layer makes data and its rich structure obscure for machines.
Consider the problem of populating an ontology with product information. There are
many web sites that sell products online and provide detailed information (pricing, specifications, availability, etc.) about each product. Let’s consider the problem of extracting all
the product information from a single site to populate part of an ontology. Even within a
single site the product data is spread across many pages, sometimes by automated mapping
from a database, whose structure we wish to recover, and sometimes by manual embedding.
The sub-problem of collecting pages that contain relevant data is relatively easy to
solve by spidering all the pages on the site, so we will focus on the problem of extracting
product information. Product information can be represented as records with fields such as
product name, product description, price, and specifications. If the specifications vary over
different groups of products, they may be represented as name-value pairs in a separate
set of records related to the parent product record. Example specifications are weight,
dimensions, input power, number of pages, etc. For each product, it might also be useful
1

to extract associated reviews. Like the specifications, reviews may be represented as a
related set of records where these records would have fields such as reviewer email, date
the review was posted, and the text of the review. Our goal is to find all such information
on a given site and transform it into a form that can be as easily used as if the data was
stored in a relational database.

1.1.2

Current Approaches

One approach to extracting data from the web is to use wrappers[48]. A wrapper is a function that maps the text of the web page into the value of a particular field, which is normally
a substring of the web page. Wrappers can be hand-written or induced by machine learning algorithms. A common tool for hand-writing wrappers is regular expressions[68]. A
regular expression is a pattern that describes a collection of strings. For example, the regular expression “ab*a” describes all strings that start and end with the symbol “a” and have
an arbitrary number of “b”s in between. Applying a regular expression to a string checks
whether the string is within the set of strings described by the regular expression. A regular expression matches a string if the string is within the set of strings described by the
regular expression. A wrapper can be constructed from a regular expression by applying
the regular expression to all substrings of a web page. The result of extraction is then a
substring that matches the regular expression. To make the extraction more predictable,
substrings are typically ordered from left-to-right and longest-to-shortest. As a concrete
example, take the regular expression “Price: $[0-9][0-9]*.[0-9][0-9]”. This will match
strings like the following: “Price: $1.79”, “Price: $24.00”, and “Price: $199.99”, but will
not match “Shipping: $2.00” or “Price: N/A”. A wrapper constructed out of this regular
expression will extract the first substring that contains the price information. For example,
when applied to the input string “Availability: In Stock. Price: $1.79”, the wrapper will
extract “Price: $1.79” as this is the longest left-most substring that matches the regular
expression.
Writing regular expressions by hand is a tedious task as it is difficult to gauge whether
the pattern is too specific and too general without trying it out a number of sample pages.
Alternatively, machine learning techniques[46] can be used to induce regular expressionlike patterns from positive and negative training samples. With machine learning, a wrapper can be built simply by providing sufficient labeled training samples.
The main problem with wrappers, whether they are hand-built or induced by machine
2

learning, is that they are specific to a particular site or a data field or, more commonly, to
both. Thus, extracting data from a site always requires some overhead whether it is in writing the wrappers by hand or providing training data to the wrapper induction algorithm.
This overhead becomes especially significant when the problem involves extracting data
from a large number of sites.
An entirely different approach to utilizing web data is building indices of web pages
that can then be quickly searched to find the most relevant pages to a query. There are
many web services, such as Google search, that provide this kind of access to web pages.
These services, also called search engines, have a shallow understanding of web pages and
build indices using simple models, such as a bag-of-words model, where the index keeps
track of the number of occurrences of individual words on each page[65]. This kind of
approach provides access to all pages that are relevant to a query as long the query can be
formulated within the constraints of the search engine’s model. Since a search engine has
a shallow understanding of web pages, the range of queries and responses is narrow. For
example, with a search engine one can find all web pages that refer to a particular product,
especially if the product has a unique name or other identifier, because presumably any
page that refers to the product will refer to it by its unique name. However, no simple
indexing model can be sufficient when queries involve relationships between data fields
on pages. For example, if the product query is extended to include only pages on which
the price is below some threshold, a deeper understanding is necessary where at least the
price displayed on the page is extracted and associated correctly with the product.

1.1.3

Challenges

The problem of data extraction from the web is a structure discovery problem, where the
goal is to discover the structure of data from clues gathered from its representation. It
is similar to other structure discovery problems such as speech recognition or vision in
that the underlying structure of the data, such as text or a 3D scene, partially surfaces in
its representation, such as a sound signal from a microphone or 2D image captured by a
camera. On the web, the relational form of the data is obscured as its transformed into a
human-browsable web site.
For example, on a given site, pages that contain the same type of information often
have a similar layout on the screen. However, it is non-trivial to determine that two pages
contain the same type of information only by looking at their layout. This is because
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among all possible layout features only some will be related to the content of the pages
and without additional structure it is impossible to choose the right ones. Similarly, on a
given site, values of the same field will be formatted in the same manner, but again this
structure on its own is not sufficient to reliably determine which value belongs to which
field. For example, even though publishing dates are always in the form of “January 20,
2007” on a particular site, other types of dates on a page, such as the date a review is
written, can easily have the same format. Thus, relying on the date format on such a site
is not sufficient to correctly extract publishing date.
The challenge in web data extraction is to make clever use of heterogeneous types of
structure as it surfaces in multiple forms.

1.1.4

Contribution

As we described earlier, current approaches to web data extraction focus on a shallow
understanding (e.g., indexing of individual words) or have narrow scope (e.g., extraction
from a particular site, extraction of person names). We focus on the broader problem of
discovering the underlying structure of all data on any site. Our approach automatically
discovers all relational data that is hidden behind many types of web sites by combining experts that identify the relationship between surface structure and the underlying structure.
Web sites that our approach is well suited for are those that are or can be generated from
relational data, such as retail sites, news sites, blogs, travel sites, job listing sites, weather
sites, review sites, wikis, directories and so on. Most web sites fall into this category but
there are some that don’t such as web sites of an individual persons or hand-written sites
with little or no structure.
We focus on the data extraction problem and not the spidering task, so we assume
we are given a set of pages obtained by spidering a web site. The new approach works
as follows: First, a set of software experts analyze the given set of pages. We define
an expert as an algorithm that generates hypotheses about the solution to the extraction
problem. Each of these experts concentrates on a particular type of structure. For example,
we have experts that can induce common types of grammars for web pages, experts that
analyze visual layout information, experts that can parse particular data types such as
dates, experts that look for patterns in URLs, and so on. These experts discover similarities
between text tokens based on the particular types of structure they analyze and output their
discoveries as hypotheses in a common hypothesis language. Next, we find the most likely
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clustering of the tokens using a probabilistic framework in which the hypotheses provide
the evidence. Each cluster represents one particular field of the data. Thus, the clustering
follows the underlying relational structure of the data closely and as a final post-processing
step, we generate the relational form of the data from the most-likely clustering.

1.2
1.2.1

Problem Description
Site extraction

Given a set of pages from a web site and the links between the pages, the problem is to find
a set of relational tables that best represent the data that is available on the pages. Next,
we introduce some terminology and define the problem more formally.
The web is a collection of documents, or pages, linked to each other via hyper-links,
which we will simply call links. A link on a document is defined by referring to the URL
of another document. URLs are identifiers for web pages. A link can be fully or partially
specified. When it is partially specified, the user provides input on a web form, which is
a collection of user interface elements for selecting or typing text. The user input is then
used to completely determine the link.
In addition to linking documents to one another, URLs are also useful for associating
a page to its underlying data. This is done by including identifiers for the underlying data
elements within the URL, e.g., as in “http://weather/current?zip=15213”. Content on web
pages is annotated with HTML which allows a web page developer to organize the content
in a hierarchical fashion and assign formatting and semantic categories to the elements
in the hierarchy. When HTML documents are parsed, they are often represented in the
standard Document Object Model, often abbreviated as DOM.
In this work, a web site is a collection of pages that provide a consistent view of a
data collection1 . All web pages in a web site should be reachable by spidering, which
is the process of automatically navigating through a web site and collecting all its pages.
Automatically navigating through a web site involves extracting links on each page and
retrieving the pages pointed by these links. Doing this for fully-specified links is straightforward. However, navigating through web forms is difficult in general because web forms
need to be filled in with appropriate input before they can be spidered. In this dissertation,
1

It is possible that a site contains multiple data collections. Our approach can then be applied to subsets

of pages that correspond to individual collections
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Figure 1.1: Extracted Data in Relational Form — The goal of our approach is to recover the relational
structure of web data. Here information about a particular book has been extracted and put into a relational
table.

our focus is not on the spidering task, so we limit the collection of pages in a web site to
those that can be spidered without navigating through web forms, although the extraction
approach would be as applicable to pages that can reached via web forms as it is to pages
that can be reached directly.
Typically, a web site is hosted on a particular domain, such as cs.cmu.edu or amazon.com, although some domains host multiple web sites and some other web sites are
hosted on multiple domains. For example, it is common for internet providers to host
separate web sites for their users and for large web sites to spread their pages across multiple domains, e.g., domains in multiple countries. In this work, a web site is a collection
of pages that provide a consistent presentation of some data collection regardless of the
domain or domains it is hosted on.
Our goal is to take a web site and turn it into a set of relational tables. A relational table
is a set of tuples (or records). Each record in a table has a set of attributes and records in
the same table have the same set of attributes. They can be related to other records through
the use of references to the unique identifiers of other records.
Figure 1.1 shows how the tokens on a web page would be placed in a relational table.
The partial view of the table displays three records, each containing the data from a single
page; and four columns, each corresponding to some data field on the page.
One way to think about the site extraction problem is to consider the inverse problem
of site generation: given relational data, generate a set of pages and links to present it as a
web site.
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1.2.2

Inverse Problem - Site Generation

As in many other structure discovery problems, site extraction has an inverse problem,
namely site generation. The inverse problem has the following form in general: given
structured data, present the data in a form appropriate for consumption (by humans, typically). Some examples of inverse structure discovery problems are voice synthesis from
text and scene-generation from 3d-models. In this section, we will briefly examine site
generation.
Site generation is the task of creating a web site to present data. As a concrete example, take the case of presenting weather information. We’d like to present current weather
data, such as temperature, humidity, etc., for U.S. cities. A diagrammatic view of a such a
site and the relation between its pages and the underlying data is shown in Figure 1.2. The
weather data is best represented as a relational table “CityWeather” where the attributes
are CityName, Temperature, Humidity and Wind. Generating an HTML page for a given
city involves looking up the given city in CityWeather and decorating the result with appropriate HTML tags. We call the set of pages that are generated from individual rows of
a relation table a page type.
Geographical data inherently has more structure than a flat list. Places are normally organized in a hierarchical fashion, from larger regions at the top of the hierarchy to smaller
ones at the bottom, with the “world” as the root of the hierarchy. As is typically done,
this hierarchy can be used to organize the weather site. For example, U.S. cities can be
grouped under the state in which they are in. To represent this relation, we expand the
relational model as follows. The states are stored in a new table “State” with attributes
StateID, StateName, and Abbrv. The city table has a new attribute StateId to link each
city to its state. For example, the StateId of Pennsylvania would be stored in the rows for
Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, and Harrisburg among others.
Generating HTML pages for States involves retrieving data from more than one table.
The first step is to look up the given state in States and find StateID, StateName and
StateAbbr. Next, the list of cities that are related to StateID are found in CityWeather.
Finally, the HTML page is generated for the given state using the values found in the
previous steps. The state page shows the attributes of the state and the list of cities in that
state. Each city listed on a state page can also be hyper-linked to the corresponding city
page. Figure 1.2 depicts the structure of the weather site and its relation to the tables in
which the underlying data is stored.
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Figure 1.2: Relational Model of a Web Site — Two relational tables store the data presented on this web site.
Each row of the States table corresponds to a page that displays information about a particular state. Similarly, each row of the CityWeather table corresponds to a page that displays information about a particular
city.

Site extraction is the inverse of site generation. Given a set of HTML pages from a web
site, the problem is to discover the relational form of the data. Unfortunately, the mapping
from relational data to web pages cannot be mathematically inverted in the general case
because it is clearly not a one-to-one mapping.
Clearly, not all elements of the web site are in relational form. For example, parts of
the HTML page are generated by a program and are not stored in relational form and there
is no way to know definitively which are which ahead of time. Also, more than one model
can generate the same set web site, i.e., there is not necessarily a unique solution.

1.3

Thesis Statement

The problem of data extraction from structured web sites can be solved by developing
experts that encapsulate human knowledge about various types of web structure and then
combining these experts while maintaining a globally consistent model of the underlying
data.
The approach is applicable to web sites where some combination of surface structures
represent the underlying relational structure of the data and recognizers for these surface
8

structures can be encoded as experts.

1.4

Roadmap

In the following chapters, we first describe the principles behind our approach. Next, we
develop a basic framework for combining multiple experts, a method for evaluating it and
report our results. Then, we describe a more sophisticated framework which allows probabilistic hypotheses. We report on our experiments with the second framework, comparing
it to the first framework in the web domain. Next, we show the generality of our approach
by applying it in a second domain which is different from the web domain and compare
our results to another research project. Before concluding, we describe related work in
several different areas of research.
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Chapter 2
Approach - Principles
In this chapter, we discuss our approach of combining heterogeneous experts at a highlevel. In the following chapters, we describe two concrete frameworks that follow the
principles of our approach.

2.1

Motivation

To demonstrate the need for multiple experts in attacking the data extraction problem, we
first try to solve it using grammar induction and demonstrate the shortcomings of relying
on one particular type of structure. We pick grammar induction because it has been used
for extraction from the web by other researchers (e.g., [24], [3], Page Templates in [50])
and also because it exemplifies the issues that arise from focusing on a single type of
structure.
The idea behind data extraction via grammar induction is that if an appropriate grammar that generates a set of web pages can be found, then the symbols of the grammar can
be used to label the data fields.
As an example, suppose we are extracting data from the following three pages:
p1: <h2>Los Angeles</h2><p>Temperature: 70
p2: <h2>Pittsburgh</h2><p>Temperature: 68
p3: <h1>California</h1><p>Select a City:

A grammar induction algorithm that incrementally builds a grammar from examples
might first correctly induce the following grammar after observing the examples p1 and
p2.
P -> <h2>S1</h2><p>Temperature: S2
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S1 -> Los Angeles | Pittsburgh
S2 -> 70 | 68

This grammar already achieves the extraction goal. The data fields are identified by
non-terminals S1 and S2 and the corresponding data values as “Los Angeles”, “Pittsburgh”, “70”, and “68”. When the third page is considered, the “correct” grammar becomes less obvious. One possible grammar is the following:
P -> T1 | T2
T1 -> <h2>S1</h2><p>Temperature: S2
S1 -> Los Angeles | Pittsburgh
S2 -> 70 | 68
T2 -> <h1>California</h1><p>Select a City:

Another one is this:
P -> S1 <p> s2
S1 -> <h2>Los Angeles</h2> | <h2>Pittsburgh</h2> | <h1>California</h1>
S2 -> Temperature: 70 | Temperature: 68 | Select a City:

Clearly, making the right induction decisions requires extensive use of heuristics, ranging from utilizing syntactic clues (e.g., not allowing HTML tags as data values or distinguishing HTML elements h1 and h2) to understanding semantic relations (e.g., rejecting
California in a rule that expands to Los Angeles and Pittsburgh or rejecting ”Select a City:
” in a rule that contains name value pairs.
Some of these heuristics can be implemented by pre-processing the input. For example,
replacing names of well-known entities with their semantic classes as a pre-processing step
will in general help the grammar induction algorithm. Unfortunately, some heuristics are
hard to represent in this way. For example, the visual layout of a page contains useful clues
about the underlying relational structure of the page in that relational tables are usually
represented as lists on the page. However, it is not clear how these clues could be utilized
in a grammar induction approach.
The small number of types of structure that grammar induction can use limits the
types of grammars that can be practically induced. Thus, grammar induction approaches
(e.g., [24], Page Templates in [50]) typically assume that the pages have been clustered
according to page-type and all input comes from a single page type. This allows the
grammar induction algorithm avoid having to generate “clustering” rules, such as P ->
T1 | T2 above. Unfortunately, correctly clustering the pages is a significant part of the
site extraction problem.
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A better approach to the problem of site attraction is to build a general framework that
allows any number of structures to be analyzed and combined in the process of discovering
the underlying structure of the data.

2.2

Structure Discovery

In this thesis, we use the term structure to mean any type of regularity or pattern that data
exhibits. There are many different languages for describing structure, some extensively
studied and formalized, such as formal languages, graphs, and relations, and some ad-hoc
and specific to particular problems, such as URL patterns and page layout. Our goal is
to be able to combine information that is present in different types of structure to find the
hidden, underlying structure of data.
In structure discovery problems, the goal is to discover the hidden structure of data
from partial and potentially noisy observations. Structure discovery problems arise because as structured data is transformed into observable forms, its regularity is also transformed. Surface structure is what remains of the underlying structure in the transformed
data. Often, the surface structure appears in multiple forms because there are multiple
transformations which are applied to the data and different transformations take the original regularity of data into different types of patterns.
Many AI problems can be cast as structure discovery problems. For example, computer vision aims to determine the hidden 3D structure of a scene from 2D observations
(e.g., [42]). Some of the types of surface structure in this domain are edges, shadows,
parallax effects, texture, etc. In record deduplication[79], the goal is determine sets of
records that represent the same entity from the noisy attributes of the records. The hidden
structure is the grouping of records and some of the common types of surface structure
are acronyms and common misspellings. In protein structure prediction (e.g., [37, 52]),
the goal is to find various types of structure, such as folds, from sequence data or direct
physical measurements of the protein.
In structure discovery, data is assumed to have a particular type of structure. The
discovery problem is then the search for a specific instance of structure within the given
type of structure. For example, in our grammar induction approach above, we assume
that pages are generated from a regular grammar, which is a particular type of structure.
The structure discovery problem is to find the particular regular grammar that actually
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generates the pages.
An important choice in solving structure discovery problems is the type of structure.
Some types of structures are more general than others in that any instance of the specific
structure is also an instance of the more general structure. For example, context-free grammars are more general than regular grammars and so any particular regular grammar is also
a context-free grammar. The more general the type of structure, the more difficult structure
discovery is. On the other hand, the more specific languages for describing structures may
not be expressive enough to capture the underlying structure of the data.
In this work, we are mainly concerned with one particular type of structure discovery
problem, namely the site extraction problem that we have introduced previously. In contrast to some of the harder AI problems, such as natural language processing where the
underlying structure of data is not only hidden but its type is an approximation of some asyet-unknown mental structures, the underlying data in site extraction is in fact structured
in that most web sites store their data in relational databases, which are of course highly
structured.

2.3

Tackling Structure Discovery Problems

One common way to attack structure discovery problems is to first pick one type of structure as the underlying structure of data and try to find an instance of this structure for the
given data. This is what we did earlier in the chapter when we used grammar induction to
try to solve the site extraction problem.
For a given type of structure and a particular domain from which data is collected, it
is usually possible to develop an algorithm, usually incorporating heuristics, to induce the
particular structure of given data. For example, certain types of regular grammars can be
induced by finding common substrings of samples.
The main problem with focusing on one particular type of structure is that it is difficult
or impossible to pick the type of structure with the appropriate level of generality. Specific
types of structures are preferable as the discovery problem is easier with more specific
structures and for that structure are likely to be more accurate[78]. For example grammar
induction with regular languages is easier than with context-free languages. However,
the structure cannot be so specific that it is not able to represent all possible patterns in
the underlying data. Unfortunately, as the type of structure is allowed be more general,
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the structure discovery problem becomes more and more under-specified, as was the case
in our grammar induction example, and some other heuristics of choosing an “optimal”
structure is needed.
Alternatively, the specific type of structure can be extended to be more general, for
example allowing certain types of context-free productions in a regular language. Unfortunately, such extensions require ad-hoc heuristics which require an ad-hoc patch to the
heuristic induction algorithm and doing this becomes increasingly difficult as the number
of extensions increases.
In this thesis, we propose a new approach to tackle structure discovery problems. In
our approach, instead of picking a particular type of structure into which we fit the data,
we look for many different types of specific structure in the data and then combine the
information we have gained in the process in a more general structure.
An intuitive way to handle multiple types of specific structure is to develop an expert
for each type of specific structure. Each expert is then responsible for finding particular types of structure in the observed data and relating this structure to the more general
structure.
For example, in the computer vision domain, a “boundary” expert can detect boundaries which separate pixels that are formed by separate objects in the actual scene and
relate this information into objects in 3D. Detecting boundaries requires interpreting the
brightness, color and texture variations in an image (e.g., [54]). The complexity of understanding a particular type of clue, such as boundaries, is captured by an expert.

2.3.1

Multiple Heterogeneous Experts

Building experts which deal with arbitrary types of surface structure naturally leads to a
heterogeneous collection of experts. This is because as we discussed earlier, each type of
structure has an associated algorithm that induces the particular structure from the data.
These algorithms typically are highly-specific to the types of structures that they are working on and thus heterogeneous. For example, in the site extraction domain, one expert
might search for simple regular grammar patterns in data fields whereas another expert
might search layout patterns on pages. These experts are heterogeneous in that not only
do they use different characteristics of the data, but the patterns they find are in a sense in
different languages.
Even though a set of heterogeneous experts elegantly handles multiple types of specific
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structure, it introduces a new challenge: If the experts are all working independently and
finding arbitrary types of patterns, then combining these patterns becomes non-trivial. For
example, if the regular grammar expert above finds particular grammar rules and a set of
values generated by these rules, whereas the layout expert finds DOM elements that are
arranged in a column, it is not clear how these patterns can be combined so that more of
the underlying structure is revealed.
To solve the problem of combining the outputs of heterogeneous experts, we introduce
a common language in which each expert can express its patterns. Experts are still allowed
to have heterogeneous views of the problem but output their hypotheses in a language that
is globally known. In the following chapters, we experiment with two languages. The first
language allows the experts to output their hypotheses in terms of primitive statements.
The second language extends the first by allowing the experts to assign confidence scores
to these statements.

2.3.2

Combining Heterogeneous Experts

As mentioned earlier, surface structure arises when the underlying structured data is transformed into observable forms. Multiple transformations take the underlying structure into
multiple types of surface structure. This process clearly implies a dependence of surface structures on the underlying structure. The dependence between multiple surface
structures and the underlying structure, when combined with the independence of transformations, lead to an interesting and useful property: Even though from a single surface
structure, many different but equally valid underlying structures can be induced, the number of valid structures shrinks rapidly when multiple surface structures are taken into account. In other words, maintaining consistency across multiple surface structures allows
the hypotheses to be pruned to a degree that is not possible with individual experts.
This is best demonstrated with an example: Suppose on a web site, a product page
mentions the price of the product and the shipping cost. A “price” expert that interprets a
currency symbol followed by a decimal number will interpret both the price of the product
and the shipping cost as valid prices. Assuming each product page has exactly one value
for price, this expert leads to two plausible interpretations for each page: one where the
product price is correctly identified and one where the shipping cost is incorrectly identified as the price. Now, suppose we add a second expert that understands that the range
of prices are much larger than the range of shipping costs. This expert will be able to
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eliminate the second interpretation on pages where the shipping cost is relatively small to
the price of the product. There is still a problem, though, because if the product price is
within the same range as the shipping cost, the second expert cannot help. Next, suppose
we add a third expert that understands that a single site normally lists costs in the same order (e.g., product price comes before shipping cost) on all product pages. The third expert
will be able to eliminate the remaining incorrect interpretations by taking into account the
interpretations of the second expert on pages where product price and shipping cost are
more easily identified.

2.3.3

Experts vs. Complex Models

Experts encode and encapsulate domain knowledge about the relation between underlying
structure of the data and its surface structure. An alternative approach to solving structure
discovery problems is to use “simple” features and induce the relation between underlying
and surface structures as part of the discovery process.
As a concrete example, let’s consider taking advantage of page layout in discovering
the relational structure of data on a web page, while using simple features. Our goal is
to learn from training data the statement that data from a relational column is typically
displayed so that data elements line up on a vertical line. To represent page layout, we
use as features the x and y coordinates of data elements on the screen. The induction step
then is responsible for learning the concept of alignment in terms of x and y coordinates,
perhaps by searching through a space of equality constraints on coordinates. This is where
model complexity arises: having simple features necessitates having a space of models
where complex relations between simple features can be expressed.
Compare the approach above to the one using “experts”. If it is known that alignment
on the screen is a possible indicator of underlying relational structure, it can directly be
represented as a “rich” feature (perhaps, as a boolean feature among pairs of data elements). This simplifies the induction step greatly because the model no longer needs to
represent complex concepts that involve x and y coordinates.
In general, there is an inverse relation between rich features and complex models:
Richer features require simpler models whereas complex models can utilize simpler features. The question then is whether it is better to solve a given structure discovery problem
using “experts” and a simpler model or using simple features and a more complex model.
In making this decision, various trade-offs need to be taken into account. In particular,
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richer features by definition restrict the system to consider only the concepts that are already represented by features, whereas complex models tend to be more general in the
concepts that they can induce. With this in mind, we can describe a key characteristic
of structure discovery problems which are suited to expert based approaches: A structure
discovery problem is a good candidate for an expert based approach if the set of transformations that map the underlying structure into the observed structure are well-known and
each transformation can be defined independent of each other.
The web site extraction problem exhibits the characteristic above. First, the set of
transformations that map the underlying structure to the surface structure are well-known
(e.g., use of HTML templates to generate pages from relational tuples, use of links to connect pages for related tuples, laying out pages so that relational tables are displayed as
tables, and so on). Second, individual transformations are independent (e.g., links are independent of layout and independent of tables). Contrast this to a domain, such as protein
structure discovery, where a complex model might be more suitable. In such domains, the
underlying structure and the observed structure are interlinked through as-yet unknown or
only partially known relations. Thus, these relations are difficult or impossible to encode
as experts and approaches based on complex model are more suitable than expert based
approaches.

2.4

Summary

In this chapter, we described the main principles of this thesis. In particular, we discussed
structure discovery problems in general and why these problems are best attacked with a
set of heterogeneous experts. In the following chapters, we describe two frameworks we
build on these principles.
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Chapter 3
C HEX: Clustering with Heterogeneous
Experts
3.1

Overview

In this chapter, we focus on developing a basic probabilistic framework in which hypotheses from heterogeneous experts are combined. We develop the framework for tackling
a specific data extraction problem, which we call site extraction: Extract all data that is
available on a given set of pages from a web site.
We start with a set of pages and the links between them, which we collect by spidering.
For example, for an online bookstore, the set of pages would include list pages that present
lists of books grouped under various categories and detail pages that contain information
about individual books, such as titles, author names, ISBNs, reviews, etc.
We assume the sites we are extracting data from are generated from relational tables.
This assumption is not limiting for two reasons: First, a large percentage of web sites are
in fact generated from data that is stored in relational tables. This is because relational
databases have become the norm for storing and querying collections of data since their
introduction around 1970[15]. Second, web sites that are not generated from relational
tables can sometimes be interpreted as if they are generated from relational tables.
Our goal is to find clusters of data such that each cluster corresponds to a column of
one of the relational tables. On an online bookstore, we expect to find, among many others,
a cluster of ISBNs, as ISBNs are commonly used to identify books.
The relational representation of data on a given web site is not necessarily unique or
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even well-defined. Our goal is to find some relational representation such that further
processing of data becomes much simpler. This is similar to the goal of clustering in
general, which is to aid analysis of large amounts of data. Further processing might involve
other automated processes (such as labeling columns) or human input (selecting relevant
columns of data for the task at hand).
In finding the relational representation of a web site, there are three stages of processing. In the first stage, experts analyze the set of pages and links, and output a set of
hypotheses about the structure of the underlying data. In the second stage, clusters of data
that is marginally consistent with respect to the hypotheses is found. In the third stage, the
clusters are converted to relational form.
In the following sections, we will define the expert framework, the hypotheses language, what it means for a clustering to be optimal with respect to a set of hypotheses, and
our approach for searching optimal clusterings. We will also describe the experts we use
in detail and our method for converting clusters to relations.

3.2

Expert Framework

In many machine learning algorithms, samples are represented by their “features”[27].
For example, in clustering points on a 2-dimensional space, each point sample has two
features, its x-coordinate and y-coordinate. In a document classification problem, one way
to represent documents is by turning each possible word into a binary feature such that the
value of the feature is 1 when the document contains the word and 0 otherwise.
Features simplify the learning problem by reducing it to one that is on features rather
than the potentially more complex samples. In particular, each feature is typically a function of the sample. Given a sample, the value of a particular feature can be computed in
isolation from the rest of the samples.
For the structure-induction task, the reduction to feature-space is sometimes too much
of a simplification and makes the learning task too hard. In particular, some of the relations
between features are lost. One way of recovering some of these lost dependencies is by
post-processing the features, such as normalizing feature values or selecting important
features.
As in learning algorithms, clustering can be hindered when samples are mapped into
feature-space. This is especially the case because most clustering algorithms rely on the
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notion of distance between samples[27] and some distance metrics in the sample-space
cannot be represented as a distance metric in the feature-space. Consider clustering strings
such that words that have similar spellings are clustered together (e.g., in building a spell
checking application). String-edit distance would be a useful measure for this problem,
but it can only be computed on pairs of strings directly and not on simpler features of the
string.
Within the clustering domain, one way to improve the expressivity of features is to
define features on pairs of samples rather than individual samples. This leads to pairwiseclustering (e.g., [40]) which allows metrics such as the string-edit distance to be computed
as a feature as in [25].
The generalization of features from the domain of individual samples to pairs of samples can be taken further and leads to the concept of experts. Whereas features are usually
simple functions that map one or two samples into feature values, experts are arbitrarily
complex processes, which may refer to domain knowledge, or analyze the problem globally, before outputting their decisions.
Note that in defining the output of experts, we restricted the hypotheses to those that
can be computed given a single element of the solution space. Clearly, the range of all
possible hypotheses is much larger. As a simple example, consider an expert that generates
the hypothesis that a particular problem instance has a unique solution. Such a hypothesis
cannot be verified for individual elements of the solution space.
The elements of the solution space have structure in that hypotheses can be evaluated
within the context of each. Contrast this to a non-structured space where the elements
are atomic. In a non-structured space, the only possible type of hypothesis is whether the
element is a solution or not. The space of clusterings is an example of a structured space
in that many hypothesis can be stated and tested within a given clustering, e.g., “element
e1 and e2 are in the same cluster”, “number of clusters is at least 3”.
An important observation is that the set of hypotheses output by an expert define a
subset of the solution space where within each element of this subset all the hypotheses
are true. If this subset contains more than one solution, then the expert has not been able
to determine a unique solution. If the subset is empty, then the hypotheses output by the
expert is inconsistent in that there are no solutions in which all the hypotheses can be
satisfied.
The above observation leads to a straightforward, albeit fragile, framework for combining experts: The set of solutions is the intersection of all the subsets defined by the
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hypothesis sets. Alternatively, the set of solutions is the subset where the hypotheses from
all the experts are true.
The problem with this approach is that in practice the hypotheses from multiple experts
is likely to be inconsistent even if each expert generates self-consistent sets of hypotheses.
In particular, any hypothesis that is incorrect (i.e., false in solutions) will make the set of
hypotheses inconsistent if the remaining hypotheses are all true only in the solution set.
Thus, this type of approach is highly sensitive to any incorrect hypotheses generated by the
experts and will fail to find solutions unless the experts generate only correct hypotheses.
An interesting case where an expert generates inconsistent hypotheses is when the expert works on parts of a solution without considering the global consistency of the solution.
For example, in the crossword domain, an expert that works on individual clues can easily
generate hypotheses that when applied within the constraints of the grid are inconsistent.
If one expert requires 5-across to be either “LET” or “NET” and another expert requires 5down to be “RAIL” or “SAIL”, clearly there are solutions in which both sets of hypotheses
can be satisfied.
As an alternative and more robust approach, we define a probabilistic model of the
process of hypothesis generation so that for a given element in the solution space, each
hypothesis is assigned a probability. This allows us to search for solutions such that the
probability of the set of hypotheses generated by the experts is maximized. Note that unlike the first framework we described where the set of hypotheses partitions the space into
solutions and non-solutions, the probabilistic approach orders its elements such that all
are candidate solutions, but some are more likely to have generated the observed set of hypotheses. This is true even when the hypotheses may be inconsistent. Before we describe
the probabilistic model in detail, let us first define the particular hypothesis language we
will use for clustering.

3.3

Hypothesis Language

We have already restricted the scope of hypotheses by requiring each to be testable given
any element of the solution space. Additionally, we desire the language to have the following properties:
• It should be expressive enough for arbitrary experts to output their hypotheses.
• It should be simple enough so that multiple sets of hypotheses can be combined
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effectively.
In the clustering domain, this is achievable even by allowing only one type of hypothesis:
one which states that a particular pair of samples is in the same cluster. We call such a
hypothesis a hint.
Using this language, experts that evaluate pairs of samples can directly output their
hypotheses as hints. Such experts typically evaluate the similarity of two samples and if
that similarity is above some threshold, hypothesize that the pair is in the same cluster.
More complex hypotheses are expressible, too. For example, an expert that finds clusters of samples outputs a hint for each pair of samples that is in the same cluster.

3.4

Probabilistic Model

Our ultimate goal is to find the most likely clustering given the set of hypotheses generated
by the experts. We do this by defining a probabilistic process of hint generation.
Probabilistic approaches to document clustering are not new. The goal in document
clustering in general is to find clusters of documents that are within the same topic. In the
typical approach, each document is represented by a vector of word counts, normalized by
one of a variety of methods, such as TF-IDF[64]. The probabilistic approaches model the
distribution of these vectors. A common approach to do this is to model the distribution
of words as a mixture model. In a mixture model, the word distribution is modeled as a
mixture of distributions that are conditioned on particular topics. The model can be used
for classification when topics and the parameters of the model are known or computed
beforehand[56]. The model can also be used for clustering by applying statistical inference
techniques such as EM to find locally optimal assignments to the unknown parameters
from observed data[6, 39].
The main focus of document clustering research is to find probabilistic models that
better fit data and to develop methods to estimate unknown parameters of these models
accurately and efficiently. For example, [1] improves on the bag-of-word representation
by using distributions that better model the dependence between multiple occurrences of
a word within a document. In contrast to the focus of this type of research, our focus is
making use of knowledge encoded within sophisticated experts and not on the probabilistic
model. Thus, we use a simple probabilistic model which serves to combine the output of
experts in a principled framework. We empirically assign values to the parameters of the
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model and leave as future work inferring these from observed data.
To find the most likely clustering given the set of hypotheses generated by the experts,
we need to compute P (C|H) where where H is the set of hypotheses and C is the clustering. We follow the usual approach of using the Bayes rule to expand this probability as
follows:
P (C|H) =

P (H|C)P (C)
P (H)

. We assume that the prior distribution P (C) is a discrete uniform distribution, i.e., P (C =
ci ) = k for all clusterings ci and for some constant k. Combining this assumption with the
observation that P (H) is a constant for a given set of hypotheses, finding the clustering
that maximizes P (C|H) is equivalent to finding the clustering that maximizes P (H|C).
Like in naive Bayes classification, we then make an independence assumption, namely
we assume that each hypothesis is independent of other hypotheses given the clustering.
This leads to the following expansion:
P (H|C) = P (h1 |C)P (h2 |C)P (h3 |C)...P (hn |C)
where hi is in H.
The next step is to define P (h|C) where h is a single hypothesis, in other words a hint.
We do this by defining a stochastic process of hint generation. This process has two steps:
1. Pick a cluster at random from C. The probability of picking a particular cluster is
1/NC where NC is the number of clusters. Call the selected cluster c0 .
2. Pick a pair of elements from c0 at random. The probability of picking a particular
pair is 1/NP where NP is the number of distinct pairs in c0 . Call the selected pair h.
Thus, the probability of generating h from C, P (h|C), is 1/NC × 1/NP where NC
is the total number of clusters in C and NP is the number of pairs in the cluster which
contains the pair of samples of the hypothesis h.
The following table shows the probability of generating the hypothesis that the elements A and B are in the same cluster for all the possible clusterings of three elements
A, B, and C. Given only one hypothesis that A and B are in the same cluster, the most
likely clustering based on the above process is AB,C. When the number of samples to be
clustered is large, the number of clusterings is too large to be enumerated. Thus, an approximate search approach is necessary. In the next section, we describe how we search
for the most likely clustering using the leader-follower algorithm[27].
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Clustering P (hA,B )|C)
ABC

1/1 × 1/3 = 1/3

AB,C

1/2 × 1/1 = 1/2

AC,B

0

BC,A

0

A,B,C

0

The process assigns a probability of zero to hints that are inconsistent with respect to a
given clustering. A hint is inconsistent with a given clustering if the pair of samples is not
in the same cluster. The process described above has no way to generate such inconsistent
hints. This implies that when any hint in the set of hypotheses is inconsistent with a
clustering, the overall probability of the clustering is 0. Thus, when the set of hypotheses
is inconsistent, i.e., there is no clustering such that all hypotheses can be satisfied, then this
probabilistic model cannot pick a clustering that is “most consistent” with the hypotheses
as it assigns a zero probability to all clusterings.
We extend the model by incorporating a simple model of noise. To do this, we add
a new way of generating hints that is independent of the given clustering. The new way
of generating hints simply picks a pair of samples uniformly from all possible pairs, and
so allows all pairs to be generated as “noise” with some probability. We then extend the
overall process so that it either uses the normal steps of generating hints or the steps to
model noisy generation. The latter set of steps is followed with some small probability.
The new process has the following steps:
1. Pick whether the hint will be generated using the noise model or the basic model as
above.
2. If the hint will be generated using the noise model, pick a pair uniformly among all
sample pairs. The probability of picking a particular pair is 1/NP where NP is the
number of all sample pairs.
3. Otherwise:
(a) Pick a cluster at random. The probability of picking a particular cluster is
1/NC where NC is the number of clusters. Call the selected cluster c0 .
(b) Pick a pair of elements from c0 at random. The probability of picking a particular pair is 1/Nc0 where Nc0 is the number of distinct pairs in c0 . Call the
selected pair h.
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In the new process, the probability of a hint given a clustering comes from two factors:
a small contribution from noisy generation and a large contribution from normal generation. For hints that are inconsistent with the current clustering, the factor from normal
generation is zero, but there is still a non-zero contribution from noisy generation. This
allows the model to assign non-zero probabilities to all clusterings even when some hypotheses are inconsistent. The inconsistent hypotheses simply reduce the probability of a
clustering.

3.5

Clustering

After the hypotheses are gathered from the experts, the next step is to find the most likely
clustering. The number of clusterings is at least exponentially large in the number of
samples1 , so a linear search through all clusterings is not possible. Instead, we use the
leader-follower algorithm, a standard clustering algorithm[27] which runs in linear time in
the number of samples.
The leader-follower algorithm considers each sample in turn. The first sample is placed
in a cluster of its own. Then, for each sample, the nearest existing cluster is located. If the
distance to this nearest cluster is below some threshold, the sample is added to that cluster.
Otherwise, the sample starts a new cluster.
Compared to some other methods such as the agglomerative clustering algorithms
which run in quadratic time, the leader-follower algorithm is fast but makes decisions
given very limited knowledge especially at early stages where it has seen only a few of
the samples. In the approach described in this chapter, we utilize the leader-follower algorithm, but other approaches are certainly possible. In later chapters, we experiment with
more sophisticated clustering algorithms.
The “distance” between a sample and a cluster is the change in probability of the set
of hints between the current clustering and the clustering when the sample is added to the
given cluster. As the leader-follower algorithm builds the clusters, the clustering is only
partial, i.e., the unseen samples have not been assigned to any clusters. The probabilistic
model cannot assign probabilities to hints that refer to yet unseen samples, so during the
1

The number of clusterings for a sample set of size n is given by Bell numbers[63] which satisfy the


Pn
n
recurrence Bn+1 = k=0 nk Bk [53]. From the recurrence, it follows that Bn+1 > n−1
Bn−1 = nBn−1 .
Thus, increasing the size of a sample set of size n − 1 by 2 samples increases the number of partitions by at
least a factor of n. This means the number of partitions is at least exponential in the size of the sample set.
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clustering process, we only calculate properties for hints that refer to the currently clustered samples. To determine the change in probability, we consider the clustering where
the new sample is in a new cluster of its own and evaluate the change when the sample is
added to one of the existing clusters.
distance(s, c) = P (H|Cs ) − P (H|Cm )
where s is a sample, Cm is the current clustering but with s added as a new singleton
cluster, c is a cluster in current clustering, and Cm is the new clustering after s has been
merged into c. Note that the change in probability is not a “distance” in the formal sense.
Whereas distance metrics are non-negative and satisfy the triangle inequality, the change
in probability can be negative and does not satisfy the triangle inequality. However, it is
still able to serve as a distance measure within the context of the leader-follower algorithm,
which only depends on the distance score to make local decisions. In particular, the leaderfollower algorithm uses this score to choose which cluster to assign a given sample by
comparing the scores for different clusters while holding the sample constant. This process
makes no assumptions about the distance measure.
Adding a sample to an existing cluster affects the overall probability in two ways:
First, any hints between the current sample and the samples in the cluster are assigned
higher probabilities as the generation process for those hints switches from noisy (step 2)
to normal (step 3). Second, the hints between samples in the cluster are assigned smaller
probabilities as the number of potential sample pairs increases (step 3b).
Other standard algorithms can also be applied to the clustering problem we have defined. Here we chose the leader-follower algorithm for its simplicity as we focus on combining heterogeneous experts that share a common language. Once the clusters are established, the leader-follower algorithm is optimal in the sense that its decision is based only
on the similarity of the existing clusters to the next sample. However, this also makes it
sensitive to the ordering of the samples. As an example, suppose the algorithm first sees
sample s0 which becomes the first cluster. When it processes the next sample s1 , the decision to place s1 into the first cluster is based only on the similarity of s0 and s1 . If s0 and
s1 are not similar, then s1 is put in a new cluster. Suppose now s0 and s1 are processed
after some clusters have been established and s0 is put in cluster c0 . It may well be the case
that s1 is still placed in c0 . This is because even though s0 and s1 are not similar, they may
be considered similar when their neighbors in c0 are taken into account. To address this
issue, in the following chapters, we look at a second technique, hierarchical agglomerative
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clustering[27].

3.6

Finding Data Clusters

Our main goal is to cluster tokens such that each cluster corresponds to one column of a
relational table. In doing this, it is also convenient to cluster the pages themselves, in order
to identify page types. Thus, we have both page clusters and token clusters with the following relation between page clusters and token clusters: Each page cluster is associated
with one or more token clusters, such that the tokens of any page within the page cluster
are all contained in the token clusters associated with that page cluster. More formally, we
let child(cp ) be the set of token clusters associated with page cluster cp such that if t is a
token on page p and p ∈ cp , then there is a token cluster ct ∈ child(cp ).
For example, suppose we are working on the weather site which contains a home page
listing all the states, state pages listing all the cities in that state, and weather condition
pages that display the current conditions in a particular city. When we find the page clusters for this site, if the clustering matches our natural grouping, we would expect to end
up with three clusters: one for weather condition pages, one for the state pages, and one
containing just the home page. The token clusters for the weather condition page cluster
might include a cluster for city names, another for low temperatures, and another for high
temperatures. In Figure 3.1, two page clusters and the four token clusters that they are
associated with are shown.
In the previous sections, we described the probabilistic framework in which we evaluate the clusterings. In those sections, we assumed there was one set of samples and one
set of hints. Since now we are clustering both pages and tokens we need to extend the
framework. To do this we consider the sub-problems independently. Thus, we have a page
clustering problem where we would like to find the most likely page clustering given a
set of page hints and we have a token clustering problem where we would like to find the
most likely token clustering given a set of token hints. Following the approach described
previously, a page hint is a hint indicating that two pages are in the same cluster and a
token hint is a hint indicating that the two tokens are in the same cluster.
We apply the leader-follower algorithm at both the page clustering level and the token
clustering level. To do this we process the input one page at a time. To determine the page
cluster in which the current page will be placed, we try placing the page in all possible page
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Figure 3.1: Clusters of Pages and Tokens — Pages and tokens are clustered at the same time while maintaining the constraint that tokens from two pages can be in the same token cluster only if the pages are in the
same page cluster.

clusters. When we place the page in a page cluster, we apply the leader-follower algorithm
to all the tokens of that page, clustering the tokens into the page clusters associated with
the page cluster. Clearly, each trial of placing the current page in a page clustering results
in a new clustering. We evaluate the set of hints for each such clustering. The clustering
that improves the overall probability of hints is kept as the starting clustering for the next
iteration. Algorithms 1 and 2 contain an implementation of the leader-follower algorithm
for clustering pages. Note that in finding the cluster to which a page is going to be added,
a separate instance of the leader-follower algorithm is run on the tokens of the page.
Inputs: pages, hints, threshold
Outputs: clustering
page clustering = ∅
for all page in pages do
prob change = 0
if page clustering is not empty then
best clustering = best page clustering(page, hints, page clustering)
prob change = prob change(hints, page, best clustering, page clustering)
end if
if page clustering is empty or prob change < threshold then
create new page cluster c new with page in c new
add c new to page clustering
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else
page clustering = best clustering
end if
end for
return page clustering
Inputs: page, hints, clustering
Outputs: clustering
best clustering = ∅
for all c in clustering do
c0 = leader follower tokens(page, c, hints)
clustering0 = clustering - c + c0
if prob(hints | clustering0 ) > prob(hints | best clustering) then
best clustering = clustering0
end if
end for
return best clustering

3.7

Web Experts

One obstacle in clustering data items on a given web site is determining which sequences
of characters constitute atomic data items. In this work, we avoid this problem by having
each expert determine boundaries according to their particular needs.
This is a problem similar to word or sentence boundary detection in natural language
processing in that boundaries can be ambiguous until after discovering the higher structure of the data, e.g., parsing the text or finding the relational form of the web data, but
discovering the higher structure can only be done after the boundaries are determined. For
example, an expert working on the parse tree of an HTML document may use HTML tags
to determine boundaries in the text. For example, from “<b>ISBN: 11112222</b>” an
expert may pick up “ISBN: 11112222” as a single token and not divide the text into smaller
tokens. After all experts are done with their processing, the union of all token boundaries
that experts use in their output determines the “global” token boundaries, thus the set
of data items. For example, if the output also contains “11112222” in addition to “ISBN:
11112222”, then the data items are “ISBN: ” and “11112222” because there are three token
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boundaries: right before “I”, between the space and “1”, and right after “2”. Additionally,
output that originally referred to the single token “ISBN: 11112222” is updated to refer to
the token sequence “ISBN: ”, “11112222”. In addition, hints whose tokens are split by this
process, are rewritten as multiple hints over all new pairs. In other words, a hint on (s, t)
is rewritten as multiple hints (s1 , t1 ), (s1 , t2 ), ..., (s1 , tn ), (s2 ), (t2 ), ..., (sm , t1 ), ..., (sm , tn )
if s is split into s1 , ..., sm and t into t1 , ..., tn .
In applying our framework to the site extraction problem, we combine hypotheses from
four experts, which look for the most common types of web site structure. One of the four
experts generates page level hints and three generate token level hints. First we describe
the page level expert that analyzes URLs.
• URL Patterns: On many web sites, URLs clearly identify page types. For example, on bookpool.com, pages listing the results of a query contain the query string
“ss?qs=” and pages displaying the details of a page contain the string “sm/” where
the text in brackets is a replaced with actual values. Here are some actual URLs
from bookpool.com.
http://www.bookpool.com/ss?qs=clustering&x=0&y=0
http://www.bookpool.com/ss?qs=learning&x=0&y=0
http://www.bookpool.com/sm/1590598296
http://www.bookpool.com/sm/0131882228
To utilize the URL structure, we’d like to find pairs of URLs which are similar and
then generate a page hint to indicate that the pages for these URLs are likely to be in
the same cluster. To determine whether two URLs are similar, we check if the URLs
have been generated from the same template. A template is a string where data
fields have been replaced with placeholders. By substituting actual data values into
the placeholders, a template can be used to generate a set of strings. In particular,
we define a template as a sequence of alternating stripes and slots where stripes are
string constants and slots are placeholders for data.
The definition above allows any two URLs to be generated from a template even
if the URLs are not similar, simply by having a template with one “large” slot that
takes in the whole URL as data. To make use of URL structure, we need to be able
to distinguish trivial templates and templates that indicate similarity. Intuitively, a
good template is one where the stripes of the template cover a high percentage of
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the characters of the URLs. For example, the template for the first two URLs above,
which is shown below, has a coverage of 91%. The slots of the template are shown
as boxes.
http://www.bookpool.com/ss?qs= 0 e 1 r 2 ing&x=0&y=0
In contrast, the template for the first and the third URLs has a coverage of 59%:
http://www.bookpool.com/s 0
Thus, our URL pattern expert works as follows: Consider each pair of pages. For
each pair, build a template for their URLs and compute the coverage of the stripes
of the URL. If the coverage is above some threshold, then generate a page hint for
that pair of pages.
Note that the URL comparison done by this expert is simplistic in that it does not
take into account the inherent structure that URLs have. For example, a difference
in the host name (e.g., www.bookpool.com) is more significant than a difference in
some identifier (e.g., 013882228). This shortcoming can be addressed by using more
sophisticated measures of string-similarity[17] that can take into account the distribution of samples or can be trained with labeled examples[16]. In related practical
work, we have also experimented with improving the URL expert so that various
common components that appear in URLs, such as host names, unique identifiers,
dates and so on, are identified and compared appropriately. In this dissertation, we
report results obtained with the basic URL expert.
The following list describes the token level experts in more detail:
• Templates: Perhaps the most prevalent type of structure on web pages arises from
templates. We have already defined templates in describing the URL pattern expert.
Here, we use templates as generators for groups of web pages where data fields have
been replaced with placeholders. To generate a set of web pages corresponding to a
set of records, the template is instantiated for each record. Instantiating a template
involves replacing the placeholders with appropriate values from the record.
It is not surprising that templates are a common type of structure, because they allow
producers of information to provide a familiar context to consumers of information
with minimal effort. The unchanging parts of the template provide context for the
data fields. The following example illustrates the use of templates in detail.
The following two HTML segments contain weather information for two cities. Af32

ter spending a few seconds to learn the structure of the following HTML segment,
it is easier to find the same weather information for a different city in the second
segment.
<TD VALIGN=MIDDLE ALIGN=CENTER CLASS=obsInfo2 WIDTH=50%>
<B CLASS=obsTempTextA>54&deg;F</B>
</TD></TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN=TOP ALIGN=CENTER CLASS=obsInfo2>
<B CLASS=obsTextA>Partly Cloudy</B>
</TD>
<TD VALIGN=TOP ALIGN=CENTER CLASS=obsInfo2>
<B CLASS=obsTextA>Feels Like<BR>54&deg;F</B>
</TD></TR>

<TD VALIGN=MIDDLE ALIGN=CENTER CLASS=obsInfo2 WIDTH=50%>
<B CLASS=obsTempTextA>77&deg;F</B>
</TD></TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN=TOP ALIGN=CENTER CLASS=obsInfo2>
<B CLASS=obsTextA>Fair</B>
</TD>
<TD VALIGN=TOP ALIGN=CENTER CLASS=obsInfo2>
<B CLASS=obsTextA>Feels Like<BR>75&deg;F</B>
</TD></TR>

Like the URL pattern expert, the template expert is concerned with a specific kind of
template where a template is a sequence of alternating slots and stripes. A template
for the two segments above is shown below. The slots of the template are the labeled
boxes.
<TD VALIGN=MIDDLE ALIGN=CENTER CLASS=obsInfo2 WIDTH=50%>
<B CLASS=obsTempTextA> actualTemp &deg;F</B>
</TD></TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN=TOP ALIGN=CENTER CLASS=obsInfo2>
<B CLASS=obsTextA> currentCondition </B>
</TD>
<TD VALIGN=TOP ALIGN=CENTER CLASS=obsInfo2>
<B CLASS=obsTextA>Feels Like<BR> feelsLikeTemp &deg;F</B>
</TD></TR>
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The idea behind the template expert is to first find a template for a pair of pages and
then use the slots to determine which data items are likely to be in the same cluster.
The first step in doing this is a to determine a template for a set of pages, a simple
form of grammar induction. We describe the details of the induction algorithm in a
later chapter. Once the template is determined, the data values that have been used
to generate specific pages from this template can be easily determined. Then, for
each pair of values that fall into the same slot, the template expert generates a token
hint. For example, in the example above, the slot actualTemp has been assigned the
value 54 to generate the first segment and 77 to generate the second segment. Thus,
the template expert generates a token hint for the pair (55, 74), as well as for the
pairs (F air, P artlyCloudy), (54, 75).
• List Structure: Another common type of structure of web pages is tabular structure.
Tables are used when the results of a query that retrieves more than one record are
to be displayed. Multiple records are displayed in a list whose rows are generated
by iterating over the records.
Just as a page shares a common structure with pages of the same page-type, each
row of a list shares a common structure with the other rows in the same list, and the
template idea applies equally well to the rows of a list as it does to pages. Let us
call the template representing the common structure of rows in a list a row template.
We extend the basic template model so that slots are either content slots as before,
or list slots, which are containers for row templates.
As an example, let’s create a template to generate HTML segments like the following
segment:
<h2>Cities in Pennsylvania</h2>
<ul>
<li>Aaronsburg</li>
<li>Abbottstown</li>
<li>Abington</li>
<li>Ackermanville</li>
</ul>

The outer template generates the first, second and last lines of the segment and
“calls” the inner template (represented by a double box) to generate the elements of
the list:
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<h2>Cities in state </h2>
<ul>
cities
</ul>

The inner template, cities, simply generates one row of the list.2
<li> city </li>

Like the template expert, the list structure expert first finds templates, then finds the
values that have been substituted into the slots, and finally generates token hints
for tokens that fall into the same slot. In the example above, the city slot is
instantiated with values from the set {Aaronsburg, Abbottstown, Abington, Ackermanville}. Thus, the list structure expert generates token hints for all the pairs:
(Aaronsburg, Abbottstown), (Aaronsburg, Abington), ....
• Layout: Another common type of structure on web pages is that values of the same
field are placed at the same horizontal position. This structure is more common
within a single page, where values of the same field are aligned in the same screen
column much like the columns of a spreadsheet. The structure is also appears across
multiple pages for fields when to the left of the field only fixed-width items such
as images and labels are present. Figure 3.2 shows an example where alignment of
values in the list matches perfectly with the underlying structure of the data.
The layout expert uses a web browser (Internet Explorer, IE for short) to find positional information. To render an HTML document on the screen, IE parses the
HTML document into a DOM tree, and lays out the nodes of this tree according to
the HTML specifications. In the process, IE assigns x and y-coordinates to nodes
that contain text elements. The layout expert queries IE to retrieve position informa2

In practice, more information needs to be specified before pages can be generated. In particular, in

addition to the slots being linked to the underlying data source, a method for determining the set of cities for
a particular instantiation of state needs to be specified. To make this concrete, suppose the data source is
the one shown in Figure 1.2. The slot state is linked to the “StateName” column of the “States” table. The
slot city is similarly linked to the “CityName” column of the “CityWeather” table. The outer template is
instantiated for every row of “States” whereas the inner template is instantiated for rows of “CityWeather”
where the “StateId” column of “CityWeather” matches the “StateId” column of “States” for the current row
of “States” that is being used within the outer template. This information needs to be specified before the
templates can be used to generate pages.
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Figure 3.2: Alignment of Fields on a Web Page — On web pages that display tabular data, the alignment of
data items as seen on the screen usually reflects the underlying relational structure of the data. Columns of
the relational table are aligned parallel to a vertical axis and rows are parallel to a horizontal axis.

tion for all the text elements on all the pages. For each distinct x-coordinate value
xi , the expert builds a list of text nodes that are positioned at xi . Then, it generates
a token hint for all pairs within every text node list.

3.8

Clusters to Relational form

Our approach leaves data in clusters, but it is more useful to have it in relational form.
In this section, we present an algorithmic approach to convert clusters to relational tables,
which does not guarantee full accuracy in the general case.
Clusters align the values within columns of tables. Finding the relational form is the
problem of grouping columns into tables and then aligning the columns into rows such
that values in a row belong to a single record.
Let us first examine the problem under some simplifying assumptions: there are no
missing values in the relational tables; the list tables contain at least 2 records for every
parent record; all the clusters were found with 100% accuracy.
A table is a partitioned set of rows. Each partition of rows contains consecutive sequences of text nodes. A cell can contain a sequence of text nodes or a reference to one of
the row partitions of another table. Each column contains either sequences of text nodes
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s1 s2 s3 s8 s9

s10 s11

s4 s5

s12 s13

s6 s7

s14 s15 s16
s17 s18
s19 s20

t1 t2 t3 t6 t7
t4 t5

t8

t9

t10 t11
t12 t13
t14 t15 t16
t17 t18
t19 t20 t21
t22 t23

Figure 3.3: Relational Structure of Data — References to values in other tables have been replaced with the
actual values. For example, the second column in the first row refers to values stored in another table. These
values, [s2,s3],[s4,s5],[s6,s7], are shown as an inner table within a cell of the outer table.

or references to row partitions of one particular table.
We follow a bottom-up approach. First, we form an initial set of columns from the
initial set of clusters. Each cluster maps uniquely to a single column. Then we iteratively
merge columns into tables and partition the rows of the resulting tables. A set of columns
can be grouped as the columns of a table if the columns can be ordered such that for every
token in the first column, the next token is in the second column and for every token in
the second column, the previous token is in the first column; for every token in the second
column, the next token is in the third column and for every token in the third column, the
previous token is in the second column; and so on. As an example, suppose that when the
clustering approach was run on the site whose relational structure is show in Figure 3.3, it
generated the following clusters: c1 ={s1, t1}, c2 ={s2, s4, s6, t2, t4}, c3 ={s3, s5, s7, t3, t5},
c4 ={s8, t6}, c5 ={s9, s14, t7, t14, t19}, c6 ={s10, s12, s15, s17, s19, t8, t10, t12, t15, t17,
t20, t22}, and c7 ={s11, s13, s16, s18, s20, t9, t11, t13, t16, t18, t21, t23} where s and t are
two pages and their contents are the text node sequences (s1, s2, ..., s20) and (t1, t2, ..., t23)
respectively. These clusters are also the starting columns which are shown in Figure 3.4 as
the leaf nodes. Among these columns, the pair of clusters c2 and c3 and the pair of c6 and c7
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can be grouped as the columns of a table. By taking into account the order of text nodes,
we form a partition of the rows of the resulting table. Each partition is a consecutive
sequence of tokens and are represented by sequence of text nodes. Thus, the result of
merging c2 and c3 is a new column of references c2,3 ={[s2-s7], [t2-t5]} and the result
of merging c6 and c7 is the new column c6,7 ={[s10-s13],[s15-s20],[t8-t13],[t15-t18],[t20t23]} where [si-sj] denotes the sequence of consecutive tokens between and including si
and sj. We then repeat the merging step until no columns can be merged. The sequence
of merges is shown in the merge tree. To ensure that tables are not unnecessarily split
into multiple tables, the approach follows a strict bottom-up approach. This implies that
a set of columns will be merged only if the columns containing adjacent text nodes have
been maximally merged and cannot be included in the current merge. For example, c4
will not be merged with c5,6,7 ={[s9-s20], [t7-t23]} if c3 has not yet been merged into c2,3 .
Doing this merge without including c2,3 would cause the top level table to be broken up
into multiple tables.
After all clusters have been merged, finding the relational tables is trivial. Each nonleaf node in the merge tree corresponds to a table. The children of the node are the columns
of the table. Each table also has an additional column whose values correspond to the row
partitions of the table. For example the table that corresponds to node {[s10-s13],[s15s20],[t8-t13],[t15-t18],[t20-t23]} is shown below. The partition of rows that represent
[s10-s13] is assigned an identifier of 0, [s15-s20] an identifier of 1, and so on.

0

s10 s11

0

s12 s13

1

s15 s16

... ...

...

4

t20

t21

4

t22

t23

When the values in a column are token sequences in the merge tree, these values are
represented by references to the partition identifiers of the child table. For example the
table that corresponds to node {[s9-s20],[t7-t23]} is the following:
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[s1-s20]
[t1-t23]

s1
t1

[s2-s7]
[t2-t5]

s2
s4
s6
t2
t4

s8
t6

s3
s5
s7
t3
t5

[s9-s20]
[t7-t23]

s9
s14
t7
t14
t19

[s10-s13]
[s15-s20]
[t8-t13]
[t15-t18]
[t20-t23]

s10
s12
s15
s17
s19
t8
t10
t12
t15
t17
t20
t22

s11
s13
s16
s18
s20
t9
t11
t13
t16
t18
t21
t23

Figure 3.4: Merge Steps to Compose Tables from Clusters — We merge clusters, each of which corresponds
to a column, in a bottom-up fashion to form tables.
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1 t14
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1 t19
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Now let’s consider the problem without making the simplifying assumptions we started
with. Namely, the relational data contains missing values; lists possibly have less than 2
records; and the clustering step may not find the clusters with 100% accuracy. This affects
the approach we described above in several ways. First, the process of merging columns
cannot simply rely on matching each token in one column to another token in a second
column because for some tokens there will be no matches either because there are missing
values or because the clustering step has misplaced some tokens incorrectly. Similarly,
the process of determining row partitions cannot rely on finding consecutive sequences of
tokens as the clustering step might have incorrectly clustered some of the tokens.
Even though the simplistic approach described above does not solve the problem of
finding the relational representation in the general case, the approach can be generalized.
In particular, the approach relies on making two types of decisions: merging columns
and partitioning rows. In the basic approach above, these decisions are made on strict
constraints on the distribution of consecutive tokens into clusters. The problem with these
strict constraints is when the clusters are not perfect, the algorithm will not be able to apply
merging and partitioning operations. As a first generalization step, the constraints can be
softened so that even there is “noise” in the form of missing or incorrectly clustered tokens,
the algorithm can continue to apply these operations. For example, the merge step can be
made less strict such that rather than requiring matches between all tokens, it can require
matches between only a percentage of the tokens. One problem with a less strict approach
is that at any point in the process, there might be more than one way to merge columns or
partition rows and only one of these might lead to the correct relational structure. Thus, a
second level of generalization is to view the problem of finding the relational form from
clusters as a search problem where the space of different sequences of merge and partition
operations is explored. We leave these types of extensions to our approach as future work.
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3.9

Summary

In this chapter, we described a framework for combining heterogeneous experts. A crucial
feature of the framework is that it defines a common hypotheses language. This allows
arbitrary experts to be combined in a principled fashion. We also described the particular
experts we use for the site extraction problem and how we convert clusters, which is an
intermediate representation that reflects the underlying structure of the data closely, into
relational form.
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Chapter 4
Results - C HEX
4.1
4.1.1

Evaluation Methodology
Dataset

Our main goal in evaluating our approach was to demonstrate that it achieves high extraction accuracy in a variety of domains exhibiting differently structured pages. Thus,
we collected pages from three types of web sites: E-commerce sites, scientific journals,
and company job listings and evaluated our approach against wrappers created using a
supervised learning approach as in [46].
The purpose of evaluation is to determine how close the output of the system is to the
underlying structure of the data. Thus, evaluation requires both a dataset whose underlying
structure is known or can be reliably reconstructed albeit with human help to create an
answer key and a measure to determine how well the output matches this structure.
Collecting web datasets whose underlying structure is known is difficult, because this
requires access to the data source that the web site uses, but web sites do not normally
provide access to their data other than through their web pages.
Given that it is not possible to a build a dataset just by collecting data and its underlying
structure from the web, we have two alternative ways to build a dataset. We can either
generate synthetic data or start with real web data which we then manually label.
In the first alternative, we can start with a dataset whose structure is known and generate a web site from it, but to do this in a way so that the resulting site is realistic in size
and complexity is non-trivial.
Alternatively, we can start with a dataset whose structure is unknown and manually la43

bel the output of the approach. Doing this completely manually is a daunting task because
of the vast size of the data, which includes every possible value that can be extracted from
the site. Fortunately, the manual labeling effort can be reduced in two independent dimensions. First, we focus only on the main data items on the site, such as fields related to
books on a bookstore site, and not other secondary fields, such as advertisements, or presentation fields, such as fonts. Second, the number of actual values that need to be labeled
can be reduced by using a semi-automated approach. Thus, we train a supervised extraction system to extract particular data items, validate the output of the supervised extraction
system by sampling, and compare the extracted values to the output of our system.
Comparing our approach to other approaches would also be desirable. Unfortunately,
site extraction is a new problem and there are no well-established datasets and results that
address the general unsupervised extraction challenge. This meant that we were limited
to using our own datasets while evaluating our approach in the web domain and that a
comparative analysis was not possible. To do a comparative analysis, we decided to build
a new set of experts for the record-linkage domain and compare our results with some
recently published results. We discuss our work in the record linkage domain in a separate
chapter.

4.1.2

Precision/Recall/F1 on Matching Clusters

We have used the following process in evaluating clusterings, which is especially useful
when the correct clustering is only partial, i.e., only some of the samples are in the correct
clustering: We call the clusters in the correct clustering “target” clusters. We evaluate each
target cluster in isolation and then aggregate over the individual results[2]. To do this, for
each target cluster, we find the output cluster that contains the largest number of target
values. If there is a tie, we pick the cluster with the fewest total values. Then we calculate
the retrieved and relevant count (RR), i.e., the number of target values in the output cluster.
We also calculate the total number of values in the output cluster (Ret), and the total
number of target values (Rel). We then compute precision, recall and F1 scores using the
standard definitions of RR/Ret, RR/Rel and 2 × precision × recall/(precision + recall),
respectively.
As a concrete example, suppose there are three target clusters A, B, and C as shown
in Figure 4.1. The evaluation process determines precision and recall values for all the
clusters. To determine precision and recall for cluster A, we find the extracted cluster that
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contains the most number of values in A, which in this case is cluster 1. All values in
cluster 1 are also in cluster A so both the count of retrieved samples (Ret) and retrieved
and relevant samples (RR) is 3. This gives a precision score of 3/3 for cluster A. The
number of samples in cluster A, which is the count of relevant values, is 5. That gives
a recall of 3/5 and F1 of 3/4. Note that cluster A can be evaluated against any cluster,
but the evaluation process chooses the cluster that gives the highest recall. Even though
the evaluation process picks “good” matches, because each token is clustered into exactly
one cluster, the evaluation is still fair. This kind of evaluation would not work if it was
possible to have the output contain all possible clusters, but that would require tokens to
be in multiple clusters, which is not allowed by our approach. Next, we evaluate precision
and recall for cluster B. The extracted cluster that best matches cluster B is cluster 4.
This match gives a precision of 5/7, recall of 5/5 and F1 of 5/6. The third cluster C is best
evaluated against cluster 4 and that match gives a precision of 2/7, recall of 2/2, F1 of 2/9.
Note that both clusters B and C are evaluated against cluster 4. A more strict evaluation
method might be not to allow an extracted cluster to be matched to more than one target
cluster. In our method, the “penalty” for over-general clusters such as cluster 4 is reflected
as a drop in precision, but not in recall, which we found to be satisfactory. Note also that
the spurious cluster 2 does not play a role in the evaluation. This in fact is by design and
resolves the issue that even though in our approach we extract all of the data, our “labeled”
data set is only a small subset of the data. In this particular example, the target clusters do
not include any of the members of cluster 2.

4.2

Results

Evaluating our system is challenging because of the size and scope of the problem we
address. The output of existing web extraction systems is normally a small subset of the
output produced by our system on any given site. For example, if we compare our system
against a web-page wrapper, we can only evaluate a few of many clusters because the
wrapper would normally extract only a few fields whereas our system would cluster all the
tokens on the pages. Manually evaluating the system is also difficult because of the size of
the output. So instead of evaluating the full output, we focus here on evaluating how well
our system does in extracting target data from different types of web-sites, such as product
catalogs, electronic journals and job-listings.
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Figure 4.1: Target and Extracted Clusters – To evaluate the accuracy of clustering, we compare the values
in each target cluster with the values in each one of the extracted clusters. For each target cluster, we pick
the extracted cluster with the highest recall score. Thus, cluster A is evaluated against cluster 1, cluster B
against cluster 4 and cluster C also against cluster 4. Note that because each value is placed in exactly one
extracted cluster, it is not possible to achieve recall and precision scores of 1.0 simply by generating all
possible clusters of values.

Specifically, we compare the output of C HEX to the output of web wrappers that have
been created using AgentBuilder [55] (a supervised wrapper induction system) and manually validated for correctness. The output of a wrapper when applied to a set of pages can
be represented as a table whose columns correspond to the fields extracted by the wrapper. We refer to these columns as target columns (or, equivalently, target fields) and the
extracted data values in each column as the target data.
We report experiments in three domains (Table 4.1). In the first experiment, we compared C HEX to seven wrappers that return data from retail sites. These wrappers were
originally built for SRI’s CALO project[11] using a supervised extraction system. CALO
used these web agents to extract data about products from a specific category of the site’s
catalog. For example, the agent for buy.com extracts information about projectors for sale.
Ideally, we would like to spider each site, and then run C HEX to get the same data. In
practice, the size of these sites – hundreds of thousands of pages1 – made this impractical.
We would end up with too many pages for the current implementation of C HEX to handle
(a subject we address later). To scale the size of the problem down, we directed the spider
1

For example, Google reports 996,000 matches to the query “site:buy.com”, which matches any page on

buy.com.
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Field

RR

Ret.

81

81

81

100%

100

100

103

100%

97%

99%

Model No.

66

68

71

97%

93%

95%

Name

97

100

103

97%

94%

96%

Price

77

88

103

88%

75%

81%

Author

1173 1197 1212

98%

97%

97%

Title

1173 1188 1212

99%

97%

98%

528 1212

100%

44%

61%

Position

1502 1502 1582

100%

95%

97%

Id

1318 1318 1551

100%

85%

92%

Location

1413 1413 1524

100%

93%

96%

Manufacturer
Manufacturer No.

URL

528

Rel. Precision Recall

F1

100% 100%

Table 4.1: Summary of Results — We ran experiments in three domains: Journals, E-Commerce Sites, and
Job-Listings. We report precision, recall and F1 scores by comparison to data in fields extracted by wrappers
induced by a supervised learning system. The output of C HEX includes these fields as well as all other data
found on each site.

down to the correct category to collect pages that are relevant to the extraction task. Even
with a smaller number of relevant pages, the task is non-trivial as there are multiple types
of pages such as list and detail pages. To make the set of pages closer in characteristic
to one that a full-spidering would collect, we also spidered the site randomly to collect
additional pages. This gave us a collection of pages that is small enough but contains a
higher ratio of pages on which the CALO wrappers will work.
The target fields for this experiment were product name, manufacturer, model number,
item number (SKU) and price, all of which are generic across product types. We do almost
perfectly on 4 of the 5 fields (Table 4.2). On the price field, where we miss some values,
we in fact fail only on two of the sites. In both of these sites, C HEX extracts the price as
part of a larger field because of variations in the formatting of the price field. Note that
our evaluation criteria is rather strict: C HEX gets no credit for the longer field values even
though the values include the prices and they are in a cluster of their own. This in turn
lowers the overall precision and recall scores in Table 4.2.
Below are sample clusters extracted from overstock.com demonstrating the types of
clusters that C HEX extracts from retail sites. The structure of the output mirrors the organization of page and data clusters. Each page cluster contains a set of pages. For each
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Web Site

Extracted
Products

Mfr

Mfg#

Mod#

Name

Price

Pgs.

(Rel)

(RR/Ret)

(RR/Ret)

(RR/Ret)

(RR/Ret)

(RR/Ret)

buy

24

12

12/12

12/12

10/12

9/12

0/0

compusa

26

16

16/16

16/16

16/16

16/16

15/16

gateway

22

9

-

6/6

6/6

6/6

6/6

newegg

24

10

10/10

10/10

10/10

10/10

0/10

overstock

26

13

-

13/13

13/13

13/13

13/13

tigerdirect

23

11

11/11

11/11

11/11

11/11

11/11

photoalley

44

32

32/32

32/32

-

32/32

32/32

Vendor

Table 4.2: Extraction from E-Commerce Sites — All but one field is extracted with high accuracy across a
number of sites.

page cluster, the data fields on pages within that cluster are grouped into data clusters. The
output displays these data clusters below each page cluster. Looking at the data, it appears
that page cluster 9 is a set of list pages and page cluster 11 a set of detail pages. Data
cluster 192 is a cluster of category paths. In data cluster 150, C HEX has grouped together
some HTML comments, apparently referring to some internal site data. This cluster illustrates the difficulty of evaluating the output of C HEX against supervised wrappers. These
comments would not even be visible on a browser, so it is very unlikely that a user would
have built a wrapper to extract the data contained in the comments. Data cluster 291 is
a cluster of product names cleanly extracted from detail pages. In contrast, cluster 340
contains some HTML markup around extracted data. In fact, the extracted data is the
constant “Dimensions” for this set of pages and so not particularly useful. Both of these
issues can be solved by post-processing of the data: HTML markup can be stripped off
from text and clusters that contain the same value across all the pages can be eliminated
from further processing. Data cluster 305 is a cluster of unique identifiers. These types of
identifiers are common on retail sites. They are sometimes assigned arbitrarily by the site
and sometimes actual product codes. In data cluster 396, C HEX has collected pure HTML
with no useful content. Post-processing of the clusters can clearly remove this cluster as
well.
PageCluster 9 - Pages 7 1 5 11 3 8
DataCluster 192(6)
doc48475.HTML Apparel Shoes & Access. >> Handbags & Accessories
doc48477.HTML Books Music & Videos >> Videos
doc48473.HTML Electronics & Computers >> Computers & Printers
doc48474.HTML Electronics & Computers >> Home Office Equipment
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doc48471.HTML Home & Garden >> Housewares
doc48476.HTML Worldstock Handcrafted >> World Jewelry
DataCluster 150(4)
doc48476.HTML <!- noSkus: 309 -> \n<!- itemCount: 0 -> \n<!- skuPage: 24 ->
doc48474.HTML <!- noSkus: 39 -> \n<!- itemCount: 0 -> \n<!- skuPage: 24 ->
doc48471.HTML <!- noSkus: 65 -> \n<!- itemCount: 0 -> \n<!- skuPage: 24 ->
doc48475.HTML <!- noSkus: 775 -> \n<!- itemCount: 0 -> \n<!- skuPage: 24 ->
PageCluster 11 - Pages 23 18 15 22 14 21 16 20 13 17 24 25 19
DataCluster 291(13)
doc48484.HTML Advueu 18-in. LCD Flat Panel Monitor with Speakers
doc48482.HTML Black 17-in. LCD Flat Panel Monitor with Speakers
doc48480.HTML Dell 2000FP 20in. LCD Flat Panel Monitor
doc48488.HTML Dell P1130 Black 21-inch Flat FD Trinitron CRT
...
doc48485.HTML Telart LT17A 17-inch LCD Monitor
DataCluster 340(13)
doc48487.HTML <br> \n<b>Dimensions:</b>&nbsp;
doc48481.HTML <br> \n<b>Dimensions:</b>&nbsp;
...
doc48486.HTML <br> \n<b>Dimensions:</b>&nbsp;
DataCluster 305(13)
doc48488.HTML 1042847
doc48486.HTML 1043475
...
doc48483.HTML 716735
DataCluster 396(7)
doc48481.HTML </span><br> \n<table width=’100&#37;’><tr><td valign=top> \n<b>
doc48492.HTML </span><br> \n<table width=’100&#37;’><tr><td valign=top> \n<b>
...
doc48488.HTML </span><br> \n<table width=’100&#37;’><tr><td valign=top> \n<b>

To test C HEX on fully spidered sites, for our second experiment we selected four openaccess electronic journals which could be completely spidered: DMTCS, EJC, JAIR and
JMLR. We built wrappers for the author, title, and ArticleURL fields for either the ”detail
pages” (the pages with meta-data on the individual articles) or in the case of EJC for the
table-of-contents pages (because it had no detail pages on the individual articles). We ran
C HEX on the full collection of pages.
As shown in Table 4.3, C HEX correctly retrieved all the target values on DMTCS and
missed only one article on JMLR. C HEX retrieved approximately 90% of the values for
JAIR. The missed values are on pages that are clustered separately from the main cluster
of detail pages. On the EJC site, there are no individual pages for articles, but all the
information is still available from the table-of-contents pages (thus the large difference
between the number of pages and the articles). C HEX returned all the target values for the
author and title fields, but also included some spurious set of values. For the PDF/PS URL
field (for downloading the articles) on the EJC site, the results show 0 retrieved values
because C HEX returned a longer field containing multiple links to different formats of the
article, e.g.:
<A HREF="PostScriptfiles/v11i2r9.ps">ps</A> | <A HREF="PDF/v11i2r9.pdf">pdf</A>

For the last experiment, we picked 50 companies web sites with online job listings
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Web Site

Extracted
Articles

Author

Title

URL

Pages

(Rel)

(RR/Ret)

(RR/Ret)

(RR/Ret)

128

112

112/112

112/112

112/112

EJC

19

645

645/669

645/660

0/0

JAIR

347

297

259/259

259/259

259/259

JMLR

183

158

157/157

157/157

157/157

Journal
DMTCS

Table 4.3: Extraction from Electronic Journals — C HEX extracts almost all fields with 100% accuracy.

from the Forbes 500 list. On each of these sites, we spidered from the main job-listings
page down to the individual posting pages. Among the sites, the common fields were
position, requisition-id, and location, so we decided to evaluate C HEX on those. In Table
4.4, we report the results for 41 of the 50 sites. C HEX extracts 73% of the fields with
precision and recall scores higher than 0.9. On the fields where C HEX fails, the failure is
usually because C HEX extracts a larger field containing the target field.
The remaining 9 sites out of the 50 proved to be too difficult for C HEX. The set of
experts we used in the current version were not able to find structures correctly. The
most common cause of this was that some sites include long job descriptions in free-form
text with little HTML markup. Not only the experts have no particular understanding of
text, but they attempt to interpret text by breaking it into tokens This generates short and
usually meaningless segments with the result that the actual structures that the experts look
for become much harder to find. For example, the template structure easily gets obscured
by the long sequence of words in natural language text. In domains where free-form text
can be treated as atomic for the purposes of extraction, a pre-processing step where long
sequences of text is replaced with place-holder tokens would be useful so that individual
experts don’t have to be concerned with free-form text. In the more sophisticated approach
we describe in the next chapter, we address this issue by working on DOM text nodes
which provide a more meaningful decomposition of long free-form text segments.
Note that in the experiments, we report mainly on fields of base tables, which have
only one value per page, and not on fields of list tables, which may have any number of
values on a single page. List fields are generally more difficult to extract and the results
are often harder to evaluate.
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Web Site
Extracted(RR/Ret)
Pgs. Jobs(Rel) Position
ID Location
altera
49
13
13/13
13/13
13/13
amer. tower
44
32
32/32
32/32
32/32
amerus
51
31
31/31
31/31
31/31
assoc. bank
39
16
16/16
0/0
16/16
avalonbay
29
25
25/25
25/25
25/25
bankunited
63
20
20/20
20/20
20/20
bea
114
93
47/47
47/47
47/47
broadcom
22
10
10/10
10/10
10/10
carolinafirst
253
84
84/84
84/84
84/84
devon
96
58
40/40
40/40
40/40
devonenergy
91
53
52/52
52/52
52/52
ea
28
15
15/15
15/15
15/15
eogresources
42
20
20/20
20/20
20/20
equitable
28
8
8/8
8/8
NA
fbr
33
30
30/30
30/30
30/30
flagstar
159
141 136/136 136/136 136/136
indymac
106
101 100/100 100/100 100/100
insight
63
31
31/31
NA
31/31
juniper
49
21
19/19
19/19
19/19
markel
33
19
16/16
16/16
16/16
medimmune 147
115 115/115 115/115 115/115
microchip
47
37
37/37
37/37
37/37
mylan
36
26
26/26
26/26
26/26
ncen
133
132 132/132 132/132 132/132
oge
11
5
5/5
5/5
5/5
oldnational
72
71
71/71
0/71
71/71
patterson
26
4
4/4
4/4
4/4
pepco
15
10
10/10
10/10
10/10
phoenix
23
15
15/15
15/15
15/15
pixar
32
27
23/23
23/23
23/23
pnc
45
20
20/20
20/20
20/20
protective
37
31
31/31
31/31
0/31
qlogic
61
59
59/59
59/59
59/59
rga
57
16
16/16
0/0
16/16
simon
66
49
49/49
49/49
49/49
skyfi
39
10
10/10
10/10
10/10
tollbrothers
53
50
50/50
50/50
50/50
troweprice
59
50
50/50
0/0
NA
trz
39
14
14/14
14/14
14/14
whitney
59
10
10/10
10/10
10/10
wilm. trust
14
10
10/10
10/10
10/10
Table 4.4: Extraction from Sites with Job Listings — On this domain, we evaluated C HEX on a larger dataset.
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4.3

Observations

In the approach we described in the this chapter, experts make binary decisions in that for
a given pair, an expert chooses to output the hypothesis to state that the pair is in the same
cluster or chooses to not output the same hypothesis. When an expert does not generate
the hypothesis for a pair, it is ambiguous whether the expert has no knowledge about the
pair or it considers the pair unlikely to be in the same cluster. This is a shortcoming of
the approach because we’d like to allow the experts to be able to express hypotheses that
samples should not be in the same cluster.
Another shortcoming of the approach is that for a large class of experts the decision
to generate hypotheses is intrinsically not binary. Any expert that computes a distance or
similarity measure between samples falls into this class. An obvious way to turn the range
of values into a binary decision is by thresholding but this potentially loses information
that may be useful while combining the hypotheses.
An interesting property of our approach is that unlike standard clustering approaches
where the clustering granularity is specified by an external parameter such as number
of clusters or intra-cluster distance threshold, the probabilistic evaluation naturally finds
the optimal granularity. This also means that the trivial solution of a single cluster of
all samples, which by definition satisfies any set of hints, is not necessarily the optimal
solution. A clustering where clusters include only a minimal set of samples to satisfy the
given set of hypotheses generally leads to a higher conditional probability of the given set
of hypotheses and thus is the optimal solution.
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Chapter 5
C ONFHEX: Clustering with Confidence
Scores from Heterogeneous Experts

5.1

Overview

In the previous two chapters, we defined a basic framework for combining heterogeneous
experts, applied it to data extraction in the web domain, and reported on the results of our
experiments with it. Although the basic framework performs well, it has some some shortcomings, namely that experts cannot hypothesize that samples are not in the same cluster
and that any level of confidence an expert may assign to its hypotheses is not available at
the time when hypotheses are combined. In this chapter, we address these shortcomings
by extending the hypothesis language so that experts assign confidence scores to the hypotheses they generate, but leave other “shortcomings” such as coping with unstructured
text for future work.
A confidence score on a hypothesis represents a probability estimate of that expert that
the statement is going to be true in the solution. A score of 0 indicates that the expert
believes the hypothesis to be false and a score of 1 indicates that it believes the hypothesis
to be true. If a hypothesis is completely out of the domain of an expert, it can assign the
hypothesis a score of 0.5 indicating that as far as the expert is concerned, the hypothesis is
equally likely to be true or false.
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5.2
5.2.1

Bayesian Network
Structure

In C HEX, we defined an optimal clustering as one that maximized the probability of the hypotheses given the clustering. To compute this probability, we defined a stochastic process
of hypotheses generation from clusterings. This kind of approach assigns a probability to
a given set of hypotheses for a given clustering, but cannot take into account confidence
scores assigned to the hypotheses, which is what we would like to do in C ONFHEX.
Instead of attempting to define a stochastic process of hypotheses generation as we
did in C HEX, here we utilize Bayesian networks, which have been extensively studied
for representing hypotheses and confidence scores. We use the conceptual structure of a
Bayesian network and represent hypotheses with nodes in the network without actually
using the network to compute probabilities.
In typical applications of Bayesian networks[44, 74], there are a number of variables
which model the hidden state of the world and another set of variables which represent
the observations. The structure and parameters of the network represent the dependencies
between all the variables, but most importantly between hidden variables and observed
variables, and allows the distribution of assignments to the hidden variables to be determined given the assignments to the observed variables.
As in C HEX, our goal is to find the optimal clustering given a set of hypotheses. We
represent the clustering problem as a Bayesian network as follows (Figure 5.1. The structure of the network is a tree. There is one root variable C which represents the clustering
and whose domain is the set of all clusterings (of the given samples). The immediate descendants of this node represent the set of hypotheses on pairs. Let’s call these variables
Lij where i and j range over the samples [L stands for link]. The domain of Lij is true,
false. The descendants of each Lij are nodes that represent experts and there is one such
node Ekij for each expert where k ranges over the set of experts.
These nodes are virtual because rather than being true random variables that range
over the output of the experts, they always take on the “observed” value together with a
confidence score assignment[58]. In contrast, a true observed variable would have a proper
domain and assigned a single value from that domain (with the implied confidence score
of “1”).
The Bayesian network determines the full joint distribution of variables C, Lij , and
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link between a&b
true, false
Lab

E1ab
E2ab
E1ac

Lac

C

clusterings
{{abc}},
{{ab}, {c}},
{{ac}, {b}},
{{bc}, {a}},
{{a}, {b}, {c}}

E2ac
E1bc
Lbc
E2bc virtual evidence
from E2 on link
between b&c

Figure 5.1: Bayesian Network for Clustering — Evidence as collected by the experts enter the network at
the leaf nodes and determines the probability of a pair of samples being in the same cluster. This is then
used to find the most likely assignment to the root node C which ranges over all possible clusterings of the
samples.

Ekij . Our goal is to find the most likely value of the clustering node C given the values
of Ekij , which represent the outputs from the experts. In doing this we are interested in
computing the values of P (C = c|Evidence) for different values of c, where Evidence is
the set set of Ekij . First, we apply the Bayesian theorem:
P (C = c|Evidence) =

P (C = c ∧ Evidence)
P (Evidence|C = c)P (C = c)
=
P (Evidence)
P (Evidence)

The factor P (C = c) is a constant because we assume that all clusterings are equally
likely. It does not need to be taking into account in determining the most likely value of C.
The prior probability of evidence P (Evidence) does not depend on c and so does not play
a role in determining the most likely value of C either. The last factor P (Evidence|C = c)
can be computed with the assumption that the experts’ outputs, Ekij , are independent given
a clustering:
P (Evidence|C = c) =

Y

P (Ekij |C = c)

i,j,k

In computing the factors of this product, the intermediate nodes Lij need to be taken into
account. The domain of Lij is T rue, F alse, so:
P (Ekij |C = c) = P (Ekij |Lij = T rue)P (Lij = T rue|C = c)
+P (Ekij |Lij = F alse)P (Lij = F alse|C = c)
Of the two terms, one will always be zero. That’s because P (Lij = T rue|C = c) is 1
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Figure 5.2: Sample Probability Tables — The probability table for the root node C reflects that all clusterings are equally likely, the probability table for Lab reflects the deterministic relation between a particular
clustering and the existence of a link between samples a and b, and the probability table for E1ab reflects the
confidence of expert E1 on the hypothesis that a and b are in the same cluster.

when samples i and j are in the same cluster in c and 0 when they are not. Thus:
(
P (Ekij |C = c) =

P (Ekij |Lij = T rue)

if i, j are in the same cluster in c

P (Ekij |Lij = F alse) otherwise

The last equation leads to a method to compute unnormalized probabilities for clusterings. To determine the conditional probability of a clustering c given the output of the
experts, first determine whether each Lij is true or false by checking if samples i and j are
in the same cluster in c. Then for each expert Ekij , multiply the probabilities P (Ekij |Lij ).
The product of all these intermediate factors is the unnormalized conditional probability
of clustering c.

5.2.2 Parameters
Corresponding to the three levels of the Bayesian Network, there are three types of probability tables. Here we describe how the probabilities in each of these tables are determined.
The first is the probability distribution of variable C. As before, we assume each clustering is equally likely and assign a uniform distribution to C. The second is the conditional
probability table for Lij . This table contains values for P (Lij |C). Given a particular clustering, the value of Lij is fully determined, thus the values are either 0 or 1. If the samples
i and j are in the same cluster in C, then P (Lij |C) is 1. Otherwise, it is 0. The third type
of parameter, P (Ekij |Lij ), represents the belief of expert k in the hypothesis Lij .
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Figure 5.2 shows the probability tables for a clustering problem of three samples a,
b, and c. The table for P (C) assigns a uniform probability of 0.2 to each clustering as
there are a total of five clusterings of 3 samples. The table for P (Lab |C) demonstrates
the deterministic relation between the clustering variable C and the hypotheses Lij . For
example when C takes on the value ac, b, the value of Lab is f alse by definition. Thus,
P (Lab = T rue|C = ac, b) = 0 and P (Lab = F alse|C = ac, b) = 1. The third table,
P (E1ab |Lab ), contains confidence scores assigned to the hypothesis Lab by expert 1. In
this particular example, expert 1 has assigned a score of 0.7 to Lab = T rue and 0.3 to
Lab = F alse. The next sections describe what these numbers mean and how they are
computed.

5.2.3

Confidence Scores

When an expert generates output, it assigns a confidence score to each hypothesis. One
question is how experts arrive at these confidence scores. We discuss two alternatives:
each expert determining its own confidence score and the Bayesian network modeling the
output of each expert.
Virtual Nodes
One approach is to make it the responsibility of the expert to determine the confidence
scores which are introduced to the Bayesian network via the virtual nodes Ekij . This
provides some flexibility in that each expert can use a different method to determine confidence scores. For example, experts that are hand-coded to represent some human expert
knowledge can use the human expert’s subjective confidence level. Experts that rely on
“global” statistics (e.g., distribution of first names) can use these global statistics to assign
confidence scores.
Leaving aside the subjective confidence level, the mapping of experts output to confidence scores can be viewed as a learning problem. More specifically, the problem is to
estimate P (Ekij |Lij ) where Lij is either true or false. When Lij is true P (Ekij |Lij ) is the
distribution of the output that the expert generates given that the samples are in the same
cluster. We call this the within-cluster distribution. For example, a string-edit distance expert would generate output that is skewed towards smaller values when the samples are in
the same cluster (i.e., refer to the same entity). The second distribution, P (Ekij |Lij ) when
Lij is false, is the distribution of the output when the samples are not in the same clus57
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of Distance Scores for an Expert — For this particular expert, the distribution of
distance scores is skewed towards small values for pairs that are in the same cluster and towards larger values
for those that are in separate clusters.

ter. We call this distribution, the between-cluster distribution. In Figure 5.3, the withincluster and between-cluster distributions of sample counts for a string-edit based expert
are shown. To determine these distributions, we used training data in which samples were
clustered manually. We ran the string-edit expert on the data, which assigned a distance
to each sample pair. The distances were normalized by the total length of the strings so
that the values fall between 0.0 and 1.0. We next divided the sample pairs into two sets
to determine the within-cluster and between-cluster distributions. One set contained pairs
such that both samples are in the same cluster and the other set contained the remaining
pairs. Then, we counted the number of sample pairs whose distance fall into bins of width
0.1 for both sets and plotted the graph shown in Figure 5.3. As expected the within-cluster
distribution is clearly skewed towards smaller values and the between-cluster distribution
to relatively larger values.
If the form of the distributions can be determined, learning the mapping from expert
output to confidence scores reduces to estimating the parameters of these distributions.
For example, if the expert generates output that tend to fall into a normal distribution for
samples from the same cluster, then the statistics collected from the training data determines P (Ekij |Lij = true). Alternatively, the output can be discretized into the buckets
of a multinomial distribution to approximate the unknown form of the actual distribution.
The statistics collected from the training data determine the probabilities of the buckets.
The statistics we collect from training data is potentially noisy and can lead to proba58

bility values of zero. To reduce some of this noise, we apply a smoothing technique to the
multinomial distribution. In particular, we smooth our initial estimate of the distribution
by computing its convolution with a Gaussian. The smoothing step flattens the probability
distribution such that probabilities which are near the extremes of 0 and 1 are pulled towards 0.5. The amount of smoothing depends on the standard deviation of the Gaussian.
We determined 0.051 to work sufficiently well empirically and have consistently used it to
smooth the distribution estimates.
After training, an expert goes through the following steps for each sample pair i, j:
1. Generate output for the given sample.
2. Map the discretized output value to a confidence score.
3. Set Ekij to “observed” in the Bayesian network and P (Ekij |Lij = true) to the
confidence score.
Observed Nodes
A second and simpler approach is to model the multinomial distribution within the Bayesian network directly. To do this, we extend the domain of Ekij to all the discretized values
of expert k. Then the conditional probability table of P (Ekij |Lij ) in the Bayesian network
directly represents the multinomial distribution. The values of this table can be determined
using the same approach as above, but now the expert does not need to map its output to
a confidence score as that step becomes the responsibility of the network. Thus, the steps
are:
1. Generate output for the given sample.
2. Set Ekij to the discretized output value.
None of the experts we have used for our experiments has an intrinsic mechanism to
assign confidence levels. Each expert simply outputs similarity or distance scores, which
the second approach allows to be directly introduced to the Bayesian network. Thus, we
use observed nodes in our Bayesian network model.

5.2.4

Belief Propagation

In a typical application of a Bayesian network, once the values of the observed variables
are assigned, the belief is propagated to the hidden variables and thus the distribution of the
1

All scores are normalized so that they take on values between 0 and 1 and discretized into 10 bins.
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unknown state of the world is discovered. The propagation of belief through the network
can be done with efficient algorithms.
Unfortunately, standard propagation algorithms cannot be efficiently applied to the
Bayesian network described here. This is because in the typical usage, the hidden state of
the world is represented by a number of variables each of which has a small domain, but
in our representation, it is represented by a single variable with a very large domain. The
standard propagation algorithms ultimately find the distribution of each of the variables
and so compute the probability of every value in the exponentially large domain of the
clustering variable. This takes an exponentially long time.
The difference between the typical Bayesian model and ours arises from inherent consistency constraints of the clustering domain. An alternative representation is to remove
the root variable C from the network. The remaining network can be evaluated efficiently
as the only remaining hidden variables are Lij whose domains are true, false. Unfortunately, it is not possible to use the independent distributions of Lij . The most likely value
of some node might not be the most likely value of that node if all the other nodes are
taken into account, because the most likely values of other nodes might be in conflict with
the most likely value of that node.
As before, we are interested only in the most likely value of the clustering node and
not in its full distribution. Thus, we revert to a search-based approach to find the most
likely clustering and use the Bayesian network to evaluate particular clusterings.
In evaluating a particular clustering c, the network assigns P (C = c|Evidence) the
product of all Pij where Pij = P (Lij = T rue|Evidence) if si and sj are in the same
cluster in c and P (Lij = F alse|Evidence) otherwise. Each P (Lij |Evidence) can be
computed by simply propagating belief from its children, namely Ekij .

5.3

Combining Experts

The approach combines expert in two ways: first, in assigning the combined confidence
score to a single hypothesis that a particular pair is in the same cluster, and second, in
finding the most likely clustering given all the hypotheses.
Combining the confidence scores of multiple experts for individual hypotheses using
the Bayesian network is equivalent to naive-Bayes learning for binary classification. Consider the problem of determining if a pair of samples is in the same cluster given a set
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of similarity scores from multiple experts. This problem is a binary classification problem on pairs where features are defined on pairs (rather than on individual samples) in
the form of experts. Each feature represents a different method of computing a similarity
measure on a pair of samples. The classification problem is to assign a value of true or
false to a pair based on the values of these features. This can be cast to a probabilistic
framework as finding the value of H such that P (H|F1 , F2 , ..., Fn ) is maximized, where
H is the hypothesis that a particular pair is in the same cluster and Fi are the n experts.
We can simplify this problem by assuming that the similarity score from each expert is
conditionally independent give the hypothesis. This assumption leads to the well-known
formula:
P (H|F1 , F2 , ..., Fn ) =

P (H)

Q

P (Fi |H)
Z
i

where Z is a constant representing the prior probability of observing the features. This
formula is essentially identical to the one used in propagating belief from the expert nodes
to Lij . This is expected as the structure of the Bayesian network makes the naive-Bayes
assumption explicit: The only dependence relation between an expert and the rest of the
graph is through the hypothesis node Lij . Thus, knowing the value of Lij , which corresponds to H above, breaks the transfer of information from child expert nodes Ekij . In
other words, experts are conditionally independent given the hypothesis.
The more interesting case is combining the confidence scores on multiple hypotheses to find a consistent model. The approach we follow here enforces consistency by
restricting solutions to only consistent subsets of hypotheses. These subsets of consistent
hypotheses is defined by the domain of root node which varies over clusterings and by the
conditional probability tables of Lij which set the probability of inconsistent hypotheses
to zero.
The following example illustrates how consistency is maintained by the root node and
how this affects the distributions of various variables through propagation. First, we’ll use
a simplified network from which Ekij have been removed. Thus, the observations will be
whether a hypothesis is true or not instead of the output of experts. The network has 4
nodes for clustering 3 samples a, b, and c: one root node C whose domain is the set of
five clusterings {a, b, c}, {a, bc}, {b, ac}, {c, ab}, and {abc}; and three nodes Lab , Lac ,
and Lbc whose domains are true, false. We assume that each clustering is equally likely
so the distribution of C without any observations is the uniform distribution: P(C=c)=0.2
for clustering c. Suppose now hypothesis Lab is observed to be true. Propagating the
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new distribution of Lab through its conditional probability table to node C gives the new
distribution for C: P (C = c|Lab = true) = .5 for c=c, ab or c=abc and 0 otherwise. At
this point, the clusterings that are not in agreement with Lab have 0 probability. Suppose
next hypothesis Lac is observed to be true. Propagating this distribution to node C updates
the distribution of C so that the only possible value of C is abc, the only clustering that
is in agreement with both Lab and Lac . Note that the conditional distribution of Lbc , the
remaining hypothesis, reflects that its value is determined by the observations on the other
hypotheses: P (Lbc = true|Lab = true, Lac = true) = 1. Clearly, assigning false to Lbc
as the observed value results in an inconsistent set of observations and the probability of
any clustering becomes 0.
Propagation of belief when the observations are on outputs of the experts follows the
same pattern, but inconsistent beliefs are handled gracefully. Suppose the combined belief
from the experts is 0.7 on Lab and 0.8 on Lac . This results in the following distribution for
node C:
P (a, b, c|Lab = true, Lac = true) = 0.06
P (a, bc|Lab = true, Lac = true) = 0.06
P (b, ac|Lab = true, Lac = true) = 0.23
P (c, ab|Lab = true, Lac = true) = 0.13
P (abc|Lab = true, Lac = true) = 0.53
Suppose now the combined belief on Lbc is 0.4. In a non-probabilistic setting where
confidence scores below 0.5 imply negation, a confidence score of 0.4 on Lbc would mean
that b and c are not in the same cluster, but this is in conflict with the previous hypotheses
which state that samples a and b are in the same cluster as well as samples a and c. Fortunately, the conflicting belief can be propagated through the network as before to compute
the new distribution of P.
P (a, b, c|Lab = true, Lac = true) = 0.07
P (a, bc|Lab = true, Lac = true) = 0.05
P (b, ac|Lab = true, Lac = true) = 0.28
P (c, ab|Lab = true, Lac = true) = 0.16
P (abc|Lab = true, Lac = true) = 0.44
The hypothesis that samples b and c should not be in the same cluster reduce the posterior probability of {abc} and {a, bc} as would be expected intuitively, but the level of
confidence in Lbc is not high enough to change the most likely clustering. In this particular
case, the belief in Lbc needs to be less than 0.3 before the most likely clustering switches
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to {b, ac} from {abc}.

5.4
5.4.1

Web Domain
Overview

In the web domain, we solve two clustering problems: page clustering and data clustering.
These problems are dependent in that solving the page clustering problem makes the data
clustering easier and vice versa, so a co-clustering approach as in [26] or [25] is reasonable.
However, we were able to achieve good results without co-clustering techniques in both
the web domain and the record linkage domain. We leave it as future work to determine
whether further improvement in performance is possible by applying co-clustering on top
of our framework.
In page clustering, the goal is to find clusters of pages such that each cluster corresponds to one page-type. In data clustering, the goal is to find clusters tokens such that
each cluster corresponds to one column of a relational table.

5.4.2

Page Clustering

Being able to cluster pages according to their page-type, a set of pages that contain the
same type of data and have similar HTML structure, is a useful step in unsupervised data
extraction. If an accurate page clustering is found, then data clustering, which we describe
in the next section, can take advantage of the page clustering. One approach to doing this
is by limiting data clustering to within page clusters, which reduces the overall size of the
data clustering problem by dividing it into multiple independent problems.
To cluster web pages from a web-site, searching multiple types of structure is useful,
if not necessary. As in the previous chapters, our approach to page-clustering is to build
experts for finding different types of structures. Each expert focuses on a particular structure and passes its discoveries as hypotheses into the Bayesian network. Unlike C HEX,
the Bayesian network approach allows experts to assign confidence scores to hypotheses.
This in turn expands the types of experts that can be combined in C ONFHEX.
We use the following experts for page clustering:
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Experts

• URL Expert: As in C HEX, this expert takes advantage of the structure of the URLs
on a given site. Two pages that are of the same type will normally have similar
URLs. In contrast to C HEX where the expert uses a threshold on similarity scores,
here the similarity scores are introduced to the Bayesian network as evidence. The
similarity of the URLs of two pages is computed from the length of the longest
common subsequence of their characters.
• Template Expert: We have defined templates and one type of template expert in
Chapter 3. In C ONFHEX, we use the template structure to determine a similarity
score on a pair of pages. The template expert determines the similarity of two pages
by comparing the length of the template to the length of the pages. The longer the
sequence, the more likely the pages are to be in the same cluster.
• Layout Expert: As in C HEX, we make use of the layout structure of pages. In
page clustering, the layout experts compute a similarity score from the layout of a
pair of page as follows: The layout expert first computes the distribution of DOM
nodes along the x-axis. This is simply the number of DOM nodes with the same
x-coordinate at each position along the x-axis. The expert then assigns a similarity
to a pair of pages by comparing the distributions of the two pages. In particular, the
expert casts the distributions as vectors (where each position is a dimension) and
finds the cosine similarity between the two “vectors” of the documents. The idea
behind this expert is that similar pages, especially similar list pages, have many items
that are all positioned at the same x-coordinate and their DOM node distribution
along the x-axis will be similar.
• List Expert: We use the same expert as in C HEX to analyze list structure, but instead
of generating token hints, we use the list structure to compute a similarity score
between two pages based on the coverage of the template.
• Table Expert: This is a new expert that we introduce in C ONFHEX. It uses template coverage to determine similarity but only after finding HTML tags that are
commonly used to represent tabular data and then dropping all but the first few rows
of each table. The idea behind this expert is that even when tables (and lists) have
widely varying number of elements across multiple pages, if the pages are of the
same page-type, then the first few rows, which typically include column names,
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Figure 5.4: Sample HTML as Displayed in a Browser — Only text nodes, such as “Feels Like:” and “SW
14mph” are visible on screen.

from corresponding tables will be similar.

5.4.3

Data Clustering

To automatically extract data from web pages, we cluster text segments so that each cluster
corresponds to a single column of a relational table. We can then determine the relational
tables by examining the clusters of text segments and the order in which they appear on
the web pages.
One problem is determining the text segment boundaries. We bypass this problem by
taking advantage of the HTML structure of pages. The HTML parse tree of a web page
already separates the text into reasonably-sized segments: Any sequence of characters that
are not part of HTML markup becomes a single text segment. Thus, given a web site,
we first determine the set of text segments using the HTML parse tree and then run our
clustering algorithm on the set of text segments. As an example, take the following HTML
snippet which is taken from the web page shown in Figure 5.4:
<div class="forecast-module">
<em>Current conditions as of 3:53 pm PDT</em>
<h3>Fair</h3>
<dl>
<dt>Feels Like:</dt><dd>68&deg;</dd>
<dt>Barometer:</dt><dd>29.91 in and falling</dd>
...

The parse tree for this segment is as follows:
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Node: div
Node: em
Text: Current conditions as of 3:53 pm PDT
Node: h3
Text: Fair
Node: dl
Node: dt
Text: Feels Like:
Node: dd
Text: 68&deg;
Node: dt
Text: Barometer:
Node: dd
Text: 29.91 in and falling
...

The set of text nodes in the parse tree define the set of samples for clustering. In
this example, the sample set would include the 6 text segments “Current conditions as
of 3:53 pm PDT”, “Fair”, “Feels Like:”, “68&deg;”, “Barometer:” and “29.91 in and
falling”. Note that even though the samples are just text segments, the experts can still use
contextual information. For example, we have an expert that determines the similarity of
two text segments by comparing the path from each node to the root of the HTML parse
tree. This expert clearly uses information that is only available when the text segment is
considered within its HTML context.
Experts
We group the data experts into three types. The first type of expert uses only the content
of the text segment in assigning similarity scores. In other words, a pair of text segments
will be assigned the same similarity score regardless of where on a page and on a web site
they appear. The second type uses context from the page. This implies that a pair of text
segments may be assigned a different similarity score depending on where they appear on
the page. In fact, our current experts of this type rely only on context and not content in
assigning similarity scores. The third type of expert also uses contextual information, but
the context is global in the sense that it can extend to all spidered pages and links. The
template experts are of this third type in that the similarity score depends on a template
which is induced from multiple pages.
The following experts are content-based:
• Date Expert: Determines the similarity of two text segments by comparing the
dates they contain. The date expert can interpret many different representations of
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dates. To do this, it searches for a variety of patterns so that it can find dates such
as “2/16/07”, “20 Jan 2007”, and “May 23”. It assigns a similarity score to a pair of
samples based on the formats of the dates it finds in each sample. Two samples that
contain the same format are assigned a larger similarity score than two samples that
contain dates in different formats which are in turned assigned a larger similarity
score than two samples only one of which contains a date. The expert computes
the similarity score by first transforming each sample into a sequence of pattern
identifiers, then finding the string-edit distance between the two pattern sequences
and finally normalizing the distance by the length of the sequences.
• Levenshtein Expert: Determines the similarity of two text segments by calculating
the Levenshtein distance between the character sequences of the two. The distance
is normalized by the sum of lengths of the text segments.
• Text Pattern Expert: Determines the similarity of text segments by analyzing the
sequence of character classes of the two. For example, ”12.49” and ”109.49” are
similar because both contain a sequence of digits, followed by a period, followed
by a sequence of digits. This is done by tokenizing each text segment and then
determining the similarity of the token sequences with Levenshtein distance. The
goal of tokenization is to reduce character sequences into more generic tokens. In
our current implementation, we have four such generic tokens: <consecutive upper
case letters>, <consecutive lower case letters>, <digits>, and <spaces>. All other
characters are represented as individual tokens and maintain their identity. In the
example above, both sequences are tokenized as <digits><.><digits>. Thus, the
distance between them is 0.
The next two experts use page context:
• DOM Path Expert: Analyzes the HTML structure of pages and determines the
similarity of two text segments by comparing their paths in the HTML parse tree.
The path of a text segment is the sequence of ancestor nodes up to the root of the tree.
It is common for web sites to use the same kind formatting to display particular types
of information even when the information appears in different context on different
pages. The idea behind this expert is to identify text segments that are surrounded
by similar HTML tags even though the segments may appear in different parts of
the tree. For example, we would like the expert to assign a high similarity score
to two bold segments that are items in a list which is itself in a table cell. To do
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this, the expert first determines the path from each text node to the root of the parse
tree. In this particular example, the path, going from immediate parents to the root,
start as follows: <B> <LI> <UL> <TD> <TR> <TABLE> ... The expert then
finds the first location on the two paths that don’t refer to the same type node. In
the example, the paths are identical all the way to the 6th position which refers to
the <TABLE> node. If the next elements are not the same, then the first position
where paths differ would be the 7th. The expert then normalizes this number by the
total length of the paths so that identical paths get a similarity score of 1 and paths
that differ in the first position get a similarity score of 0.
• Layout Expert: Analyzes the layout of pages and hypothesizes that two text segments are in the same cluster if they are aligned in columns, that is, they have the
same x-coordinate on the screen. Most lists on web pages are laid out so that items
in the list are precisely at the same x-coordinate. The same observation is true for
columns of tables. This expert first determines the x-coordinate of text nodes by
loading pages into a browser window and querying the browser. It then assigns a
similarity of zero to pairs of text nodes that have the same x-coordinate and one to
pairs that do not.
The next two experts use global context:
• Template Expert: Analyzes the token sequence of pages to find unique sequences
of tokens that are common to all the pages. These common sequences determine a
template for the given set of pages. This expert hypothesizes that text segments that
fall into the same slot of a template are in the same cluster.
• DOM Template Expert: Analyzes the HTML structure of a page to find repeating
patterns and hypothesizes that segments that match the same “slot” of a pattern are
in the same cluster. The expert first applies the Hierarchical Template algorithm,
described in detail in an earlier chapter, to each page. This results in a template
which contains sub-templates each of which matches repeating subtree structures
within the HTML parse tree. For example, a page that contains a list of product
matches to a query as well as a list of product categories will result in a template that
has two sub-templates: one sub-template will match the rows of the product list and
another sub-template will match the rows of the category list. Applying the template
to the page gives the data segments that fall into the slots of the sub-templates. These
slots usually correspond to the fields of the items in each list. For example, the slots
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of first sub-template above might be the product title, detail URL, and the price and
the slots of the second might be the category name, and the category URL. Each
slot can be identified by its position in the hierarchy of templates. For example,
the first slot of the second list is different from the second slot of the same list and
different from the first slot of the first list. The DOM template expert assigns a
similarity score to text segment pairs in relation to the hierarchical distance between
the slots in which they fall. Text segments that fall into the exact same slot, i.e., in
the same column of the same list, get the highest similarity score. Segments that are
in different top-level lists get the lowest score.

5.5

Summary

In this chapter, we developed a second framework for clustering with heterogeneous experts. In the new framework, experts assign confidence scores to their hypotheses. This
allows more information from the experts to be available at the time when the hypotheses
are combined.
In the next chapters, we first describe our experiments in the web domain and report
our results. Then, we apply the same framework to the record linkage domain and do a
comparative analysis on our results.
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Chapter 6
Results - C ONFHEX
6.1

Goals

We have several goals in evaluating our approach. Our main goals are to demonstrate that
our approach achieves high clustering accuracy and that the results obtained by combining
multiple experts are generally better than those that can be obtained by individual experts.
Another goal is to empirically show that C ONFHEX is an improvement over C HEX.
We apply our approach to both the page clustering task and the data clustering task,
two tasks which we described in the previous chapter. For the page clustering experiments,
we manually label all pages spidered from web sites. Each page is assigned a label representing its page-type. We then evaluate the page clusters against these labels. For the data
clustering experiments, we use a set of agents previously built using a supervised wrapper
induction tool. Each of these agents extract product information from a particular site. We
evaluate the data clusters against data extracted by the agents.

6.2

C ONFHEX on the Web Dataset

To evaluate our approach in the data extraction domain, we run two sets of experiments.
In the first set, we cluster pages into their page-types, such as detail pages or list pages. In
the second set of experiments, we cluster text segments so that each cluster corresponds to
a column of relational data.
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6.2.1

Page Clustering

In this section, we report our results on page clustering performance. Our experiments
show that the system achieves a micro-averaged pairwise-F1 score of 0.83 and that clustering accuracy is higher when all experts are active compared to when any one expert is
active.
In this set of results, we use a commonly used (e.g., [14, 25, 69]) performance measure
in clustering work, namely the pairwise-F1 score. The pairwise-F1 score is suitable when
cluster labels of all samples are known. This is the case in evaluating the page clusters
where we have manually labeled all pages according to their page-types, but is not the
case in evaluating data clusters because we know labels only for fields extracted by the
wrappers.
In computing the pairwise-F1 score, the clustering problem is evaluated as a classification problem on pairs of samples. Each pair is labeled as either “in the same cluster”
(positive) or “in separate clusters” (negative). The output clustering is evaluated on how
well it matches these labels on pairwise decisions. This gives counts on true positives and
negatives, and false positives and negatives. From these counts, the standard F1 score is
computed.
For the web domain, we experiment with a collection of pages from on-line retail
stores. We collect sets of pages from these sites by both directed and random spidering,
so that the sets include a variety of page-types. Then we manually label all the pages with
their page-types. In the experiments, we hold out one site at a time, train our system on the
remaining sites and then evaluate the system on the held-out site. We use the pairwise-F1
measure to evaluate clustering accuracy and calculate averages over the sites.
In our experiments, we compare the clustering performance of individual experts with
that of all the experts combined. Our results are summarized in Table 1. The results in
the “all” column are obtained by running the system with all the experts. The remaining
columns contain results obtained by enabling one expert at a time. The results indicate
that the clustering accuracy increases when multiple experts are combined.

6.2.2

Data Clustering

To evaluate data extraction performance, we use labeled data which we collect using manually built agents. We start with a set of existing agents that extract product information
from web sites. These agents navigate through category and list pages of various retail
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Site

All

Base URL Layout

List

Table Template

URL

antonline

61.4

1.1

62.1

1.5

36.5

18.3

68.3

buy

95.0

97.1

97.9

94.3

86.4

2.8

97.1

compusa

100.0

100.0

99.7

74.7

99.7

2.2

89.7

gateway

77.8

10.0

49.8

6.7

87.1

81.3

46.4

newegg

95.6

93.6

65.1

85.2

65.1

0.0

80.6

overstock

88.4

50.4

42.4

49.0

76.3

4.2

54.2

pcnation

98.2

78.8

59.5

0.2

77.7

21.7

92.3

photoalley

78.3

98.4

73.6

45.7

80.8

67.6

71.6

restockit

54.7

7.2

40.5

1.4

42.0

22.6

39.8

tigerdirect

83.8

95.9

78.8

65.6

68.0

42.0

82.1

average

83.3

63.3

66.9

42.4

72.0

26.3

72.2

p-value

0.074

0.018 0.002 0.018

0.001 0.027

Table 6.1: Clustering Web Pages — The goal of this experiment was to show that combining multiple experts
leads to better results overall than using individual experts. The scores are pairwise-F1 scores as percentages.
Bold font indicates the best score of each row. In the last row, we report p-values obtained via the paired
two-tail Student’s t-test. The p-value is the probability of observing the reported difference in the F1-scores
with the assumption that there is no change in the performance of the system. Thus, lower p-values indicate
that the results are unlikely to be coincidental.

sites and extract product information, such as name, description, price, availability and
specifications from detail pages.
One issue with using agents is the mismatch between units of extraction. In general,
agents extract data that does not necessarily lie on text segment boundaries, but the clustering approach does. This is because the clustering approach takes text segments as samples.
As a demonstration of the problem, take the following HTML code:
<td>Dimensions: 10" x 2" x 12"</td>
From this HTML code, an agent has the option of extracting the dimensions as three
separate fields. In contrast, the data clustering approach works on text nodes from the
HTML parse tree and the string ‘Dimensions: 10” x 2” x 12”’ is an indivisible sample.
To work around this issue, we generate labels for text segments from extracted data as
follows: For each text segment, we find all fields that are extracted from it, even if only part
of the extracted data is contained within the text segment. Next, we compose a label for
the text segment as a sequence of field names. Thus, the text segment in the example above
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would be assigned a label of “Length, Height, Width” assuming that the fields extracted
by the agent are “Length”, “Height”, and “Width”. In practice, most extracted data fields
correspond uniquely to text segments. Thus, most of the labels are actually sequences of
length one.
The labeling process assigns a label to only some of the text segments because agents
extract only information relevant to some given extraction task, e.g., these agents do not
extract product reviews even when they are available on the site.
We evaluate the clustering results as we do in Chapter 4. In particular, for each agent
we partition all labeled text nodes into target clusters such that a pair of text nodes are
in the same cluster if and only if they have the same label. Then we compute precision,
recall and F1 scores on each target cluster. As before, to compute these scores, we find
the output cluster that contains the most number of target values and break ties by picking
the smallest cluster. Note that even though each such decision is biased towards achieving
the highest recall score, the overall evaluation is still “fair” because the clusters in the
output are disjoint. In other words, it is not possible to trivially achieve perfect scores by
creating a clustering of all possible clusters. After selecting an output cluster for the given
target cluster, we compute precision, recall and F1 scores by taking the target cluster to
be the relevant set and the output cluster to be the retrieved set, and applying the standard
formulas.
Figure 6.1 shows the distribution of precision, recall and F1 scores for all target clusters. C ONFHEX performs well on approximately 70% of target clusters where it achieves
F1 scores over 0.9. On the remaining clusters, F1 scores vary from 0.2 to 0.9. Next we analyze the output of C ONFHEX in more detail both on samples it performs well and others
where the scores are lower.
In the listing below are some sample clusters and values for an agent where C ONFHEX
performs well. Samples are listed one per line and are grouped by the clusters that
C ONFHEX outputs. Each line contains the text of the sample, followed by the name of
the HTML page from which it was extracted and the label that was assigned using the
agent. In clusters 1 and 2, C ONFHEX’s output is in agreement with the labels assigned
by the agent. The values in clusters 3, 4 and 5 have not been assigned any labels because these values are not in any field that this agent extracts. Cluster 4 is interesting in
that C ONFHEX has grouped values from different date fields, year, month, and day, into a
single cluster. Analysis of these pages show that these values are from adjacent multiple
drop-down menus which the DOM Template expert interprets to be a list of menus each
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Figure 6.1: Data Clustering Results — Histogram of precision, recall and F1 scores in bins of width 0.1.
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of which is a list of values. With this interpretation, the DOM Template expert generates
strong hints to place these values in the same cluster. Values in cluster 5 are values from
a drop-down menu. C ONFHEX correctly separates this cluster from cluster 4. Cluster 3 is
essentially noise where separator characters have been clustered together.
cluster 1:
32.00
35.00
30.00
26.00
35.00
...

[Page15.html] [Price]
[Page3.html] [Price]
[Page1.html] [Price]
[Page12.html] [Price]
[Page5.html] [Price]

cluster 2:
Traditional arrangement of seasonal fresh flowers
Posy bowl with dark seasonal fresh flowers
Designer arrangement of vibrant fresh flowers
Elegant bouquet of seasonal fresh flowers
The Gift Wrapping Service
...

[Page11.html] [Title]
[Page8.html] [Title]
[Page6.html] [Title]
[Page13.html] [Title]
[Page10.html] [Title]

cluster 3:
|
[Page14.html] []
:
[Page13.html] []
cluster 4:
July
1
19
July
2005
31
May
May
December
...

[Page12.html] []
[Page6.html] []
[Page9.html] []
[Page7.html] []
[Page4.html] []
[Page5.html] []
[Page5.html] []
[Page4.html] []
[Page7.html] []

cluster 5:
Birthday
YellowPetal News
Get Well
Wedding
Other
...

[Page1.html] []
[Page1.html] []
[Page4.html] []
[Page6.html] []
[Page14.html] []

To understand ways in which C ONFHEX fails to find correct clusters, we sampled
agents where C ONFHEX’s scores are low and analyzed the output in detail. The main
reason for getting low precision scores is that C ONFHEX interprets name-value lists such
as “Price: $9.99, Tax: $0.80” as a single list (i.e., [“Price: $9.99”, “Tax: $0.80”]) whereas
the more usual interpretation is to separate the values into fields identified by the “names”
in the list (i.e., [$9.99, ...], [$0.80, ...]).
Figure 6.2 shows a web page in which fields are displayed in a name-value list. In this
particular case, both the DOM Template expert and Layout expert identify the name-value
lists as lists of values from a single field whereas the correct clustering separates the price,
manufacturer, model number and description fields. This of course leads to low precision
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Figure 6.2: Snippet from Sample Web Page — A name-value list such as the one on this page can be
represented as multiple rows in a name-value table or as a single row where the names correspond to the
columns of the table.

(≤ 0.25) scores on all four fields. Below is a listing that shows a sample of C ONFHEX’s
output for this page.
...
Price
Manufacturer
Bosch
Model Number
239.00
...

[Page17.html]
[Page17.html]
[Page17.html]
[Page17.html]
[Page17.html]

[]
[]
[Manufacturer]
[]
[Price]

Another reason for getting low scores, in particular low recall scores, is over-specialization of clusters. For example, when some product names are in all capital letters and
some are not, C ONFHEX may create two clusters for product names: one where product
names are in all capital letters and one where they are not. This lowers recall scores as the
evaluation picks only one of these over-specific clusters. In practice, low recall scores are
less of a concern that low precision scores, as it is easier to merge over-specific clusters in
a post-processing step.
Overall, C ONFHEX performs well in the retail domain even though the experts we have
used are generic experts with no domain-specific knowledge. In future work, we believe
that we can obtain even better performance by building experts that make use of domainspecific knowledge. For example, an expert that can discover name-value pairs is relatively
easy to develop in a specific domain as the “names” and “values” in a particular domain
are more predictable.
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6.3

Comparing C ONFHEX to AgentBuilder

An interesting measure of success is the reduction in labeling effort obtained by using
C ONFHEX instead of a supervised wrapper induction system such as AgentBuilder. Intuitively, we except the user to do less work with C ONFHEX than with AgentBuilder to
extract the same data.
In measuring this reduction, a completely objective measure is difficult to obtain without user studies because the user experience in the two tasks are not identical and so simple
measures such as time taken or number of mouse clicks are not representative of the actual
effort. The induction system of AgentBuilder requires that the user supply one or more
sample values for each field to be extracted. To provide sample data, a user needs to identify, either with mouse selection or typing, sample text for each field to be extracted. In
contrast, C ONFHEX generates clusters that need to be matched to fields to be extracted.
Thus, labeling in C ONFHEX requires the user to select a cluster of values among many
clusters for each field. To compare these different tasks, we define two approximate measures of effort and evaluate the reduction in effort in terms of these approximate measures.
In the first measure, we simply count the number of labeling actions required per field
on average. We analyzed the markup of 17 agents that we have used in the above experiments. On average each field has 6.6 samples. Thus, AgentBuilder requires 6.6 labeling
actions per field, whereas assuming C ONFHEX generates correct clusters, C ONFHEX requires only 1, namely the action of picking the correct cluster for the given field. The
reduction in labeling effort is therefore approximately 6.6:1.
The first measure assigns the same weight, 1.0, to the action of highlighting sample text
on an HTML page and the action of picking a cluster among many clusters. Intuitively,
the weight of the action should be proportional to the difficulty of performing that action.
We approximate the difficulty of an action by the number of bits that would be required to
encode the result of that action. Thus, we define the difficulty of an action as log2 c where c
is the number of choices from which a selection has to be made. The total labeling effort is
then suma log2 ca where a varies over the required actions and ca is the number of choices
for that action.
In AgentBuilder, we take the number of choices to be the number of text nodes on
the page being marked-up. For example, if a field requires two training samples from
two pages and one page has 128 text nodes and the other has 256 nodes, then the total
labeling effort for this field is log2 128 + log2 256 = 15. Similarly, in C ONFHEX, we take
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the number of choices to be the total number of clusters that are in the optimal clustering
found by C ONFHEX.
We analyzed the total labeling effort required for training AgentBuilder and selecting
clusters in C ONFHEX for the same set of agents as before. To do this, we evaluated total
labeling effort for all the fields and then computed the average labeling effort per field. In
AgentBuilder, the average labeling effort per field is 44.5 bits. In C ONFHEX, the effort per
field is 6.7 bits. The ratio of these is 6.7 which is just a little over the ratio we obtained
by the first measure. That these ratios are close is surprising at first but is explained by
the fact that the first measure does not take into page size or number of clusters. Thus,
it varies widely compared to the second measure and coincidentally happens to be in the
same range as the second measure for this set of agents.

6.4

Comparing C ONFHEX to RoadRunner

We also compared C ONFHEX to RoadRunner, an unsupervised extraction system. RoadRunner induces a grammar from a set of sample pages and then uses the induced grammar
to extract data from pages that have been generated from the same grammar. To compare
C ONFHEX to RoadRunner, we measured the total labeling effort that would be required
to build wrappers using RoadRunner. Even though RoadRunner is an “unsupervised” approach, in practice, there are two steps during which RoadRunner requires supervision.
The first step is in clustering pages according to page-type. This is needed because RoadRunner requires its input pages to have been generated from the same grammar, thus the
sample pages need to be grouped into page-types before being fed to RoadRunner.1 The
second step where RoadRunner requires supervision is in filtering the output. Just like
C ONFHEX, RoadRunner extracts all data from the set of pages in its input. However,
only some of those fields contain data that is useful to the user. Thus, the user has to
pick the fields that are of interest among all the extracted fields. To compare RoadRunner
to C ONFHEX and AgentBuilder, we measured the labeling effort for the two steps and
compared it to our measurements of the labeling effort required in C ONFHEX.
For our experiments with RoadRunner, we started with the 17 agents that we have used
above. These 17 agents contained a total of 75 different wrappers, each of which corre1

When pages from multiple page types are given to RoadRunner, RoadRunner will still induce a gram-

mar. However, the data extracted with this grammar is not generally useful, as the grammar cannot capture
the similarities between the pages. In the extreme, the whole page becomes a single data field.
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sponds to a particular page-type. Among these 75 wrappers, only 59 had more than one
sample page. RoadRunner cannot induce a grammar when the input set contains only one
sample page, because the heuristics in RoadRunner’s grammar induction algorithms rely
heavily on common substrings across multiple pages. Thus, we evaluated RoadRunner
only on 59 page-types.2 When we ran RoadRunner on these 59 page-types, RoadRunner appeared to hang on 22, so we terminated the test after 2 minutes of execution on a
2.4 GHz processor. On the remaining 37 page-types, RoadRunner was able to induce a
grammar within a few seconds. We then counted the number of fields, which we use in
computing the labeling effort, that RoadRunner extracted using the induced grammar.
To compute the labeling effort in using RoadRunner, we used the following process:
• Collect all necessary pages from the site. We assume grammar induction will need
as many sample pages as have been used in AgentBuilder to induce extraction rules.
For each wrapper, we find this number from the hand-built agent and pass as input to
RoadRunner the same sample pages that have been used to induce extraction rules.
• Classify each page into its correct page-type. Each such decision requires choosing
one page-type among n page-types. The number of page-types is determined from
the number of wrappers in the hand-built agent. This is the first manual decision
making step.
• Run RoadRunner on each page-type.
• Among all the fields RoadRunner extracts, pick the columns that are of interest. For
each field, this requires picking one from n-fields where we compute n by examining
the output of RoadRunner. This is the second manual decision making step.
From the data we collected by running RoadRunner on the 37 page-types, we computed the labeling effort to be 8.6 bits per field. Of that amount, 2.6 bits come from clustering pages into the correct page-types, and 6.0 bits come from selecting fields of interest
among all extracted fields. These numbers (Figure 6.3) match our expectations: Using
RoadRunner requires less effort (8.6 bits/field) than using AgentBuilder (44.5 bits/field),
but more than using C ONFHEX (6.7 bits/field).
A second observation is that the extra effort in using RoadRunner comes from the fact
the input pages need to be sorted into correct clusters before being fed to RoadRunner.
Even though this suggests that an alternative to C ONFHEX is running a page clustering
2

This shortcoming of RoadRunner can be addressed by collecting sample pages at different times, as-

suming the data on the page changes over time.
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Figure 6.3: Levels of Effort — We compare the levels of effort required to extract data from the web using
three different approaches: AgentBuilder (a supervised rule induction system), RoadRunner (an unsupervised wrapper induction system), and C ONFHEX (an unsupervised site-extraction system)

algorithm before running grammar induction on particular page-types, the clustering accuracy of a human would be difficult to replicate without actually “understanding” the
contents of the pages, which is essentially what C ONFHEX does.

6.5

Comparing C ONFHEX to C HEX

We developed C ONFHEX, motivated by our observations of the shortcomings of C HEX. In
this section, we experimentally test whether C ONFHEX performs better than C HEX.
One significant difference between C HEX and C ONFHEX is that in C ONFHEX hypotheses have confidence scores whereas in C HEX they are boolean-valued. Ideally, we would
like to compare C HEX and C ONFHEX by evaluating them on the exact same dataset. Unfortunately, the two systems work on different units of text (C HEX on token sequences
and C ONFHEX on DOM text nodes) and generate output in different forms. This means
that the effort required to accurately compare the two systems is prohibitive. Instead, to
verify that confidence scores lead to an improvement in performance we decided to simulate C HEX using C ONFHEX. To do this, we modified C ONFHEX so that the confidence
scores generated by C ONFHEX are rounded to either 0 or 1 depending on whether they are
less than or greater than the neutral confidence score of 0.5. We call the modified system
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C ONFHEX 0-1. We then ran both C ONFHEX 0-1 and C ONFHEX on a set of agents. Table
6.2 shows the precision and recall scores obtained by the two systems on a set of agents.
In general, C ONFHEX appears to achieve better precision scores at about the same recall
level. Statistical analysis confirms that with C ONFHEX, precision is better than that with
C ONFHEX 0-1 at 5% significance level using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (z=2.09)3 and
differences in recall are statistically insignificant.

6.6

Applications

In this section, we demonstrate the use of C ONFHEX in a particular application domain,
namely news extraction, where the task is to extract the date, author and text of news
articles from news sites.

6.6.1

News Extraction

The goal in the news extraction domain is to extract news articles from a news or blog site.
More specifically, given a page that contains, among others, links to news stories, the goal
is to extract the title, the body, the author and the date of each news story. In this section
we demonstrate the use of C ONFHEX to tackle the news extraction task.
For this set of experiments, we built agents using AgentBuilder to extract headlines,
article bodies and dates from four different newspaper web sites. We use two of the agents
to train the system and the other two to test. Then we switch the two sets of agents for
training and testing, so that we get data for all four news sites.
Below is some sample data from clusters that C ONFHEX has found on Pittsburgh PostGazette’s web site. Headlines are correctly clustered (cluster 2). Dates have good recall but
date-like strings appearing in some text nodes are wrongly clustered into the date cluster
(cluster 4). Providing more training data is likely to improve the accuracy of the confidence
scores for the date expert and reduce this type of error. Paragraphs of article bodies are
also correctly clustered (cluster 5). However, this cluster requires some post-processing
to more accurately represent data, because each article body has been split into multiple
paragraphs and ideally these paragraphs need to be grouped together into article bodies.
The remaining clusters demonstrate other clusters that are not relevant to this extraction
task but have been identified by C ONFHEX.
3

The test assumes the distributions have the same shape and spread
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cluster 1:
Rates
Vacation
Rates
What’s New
...

[Page8.html]
[Page3.html]
[Page10.html]
[Page2.html]

[]
[]
[]
[]

cluster 2:
How they voted
Senate OKs bill to update mine safety measures
Hearing held to decide on new trial in 1989 slaying
Jefferson Hills man gets 20 yrs. for distributing drugs
...
cluster 3:
$530
PG.GoogleAd();
OAS_AD("x03");
$174,900
...

[Page1.html]
[Page1.html]
[Page1.html]
[Page1.html]

[Headline]
[Headline]
[Headline]
[Headline]

[Page7.html] []
[Page2.html] []
[Page3.html] []
[Page10.html] []

cluster 4:
(02/12/2008)
Sunday, February 10, 2008
Monday, February 11, 2008
In addition, ... 2008-2009 ... years.
...

[Page1.html] []
[Page10.html] [Date]
[Page9.html] [Date]
[Page8.html] [Body:]

cluster 5:
There was never a groundbreaking date ...
[Page5.html] [Body]
"All of the plays are darkly comic ...
[Page2.html] [Body]
"Click" concerns a husband who entertains ... [Page2.html] [Body]
...

These initial experiments showed that the application of C ONFHEX in the news extraction domain can be improved in two areas. First, by adding domain specific experts
and providing more training data, we believe C ONFHEX can achieve higher accuracy in
the news extraction task. Second, by trading off the generality of C ONFHEX for extraction
performance, the system can be made to run faster. In the rest of this section, we discuss
the trade-off between generality and performance in more detail.
One alternative to directly applying C ONFHEX is to run C ONFHEX off-line to analyze
and understand the structure of the site and then build an agent using a supervised wrapper
induction approach but providing the automatically discovered structure as training data.
The resulting agent can then be executed for high-performance extraction. In general, this
is a useful approach to automatically build agents, which maintains build-time generality
and trades off run-time generality for performance.
Another alternative is to take advantage of the fact that a large percentage of news sites
have the same simple structure: each site has a number of “sections”, such as “world”,
“U.S.”, or “technology”, each of which contain a list of links to news articles. Starting
from these section pages, the news extraction task is to identify links on section pages that
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point to news articles and then to identify the author, date and text of articles on the article
pages.
The news extraction task, when defined much more narrowly compared to the site extraction problem, still benefits from sophisticated, heterogeneous experts but allows simpler methods in combining the experts. For example, for the article URL identification
sub-task, experts can analyze each URL within the context of list pages, using information
obtained from complex structures such as layout and DOM structure, much like the experts of C ONFHEX. Combining the output of these experts to determine which URLs link
to news articles is then a task of classification, rather than clustering, where the input to the
classification step is the output of the experts. Extracting fields from the article pages can
be done in a similar fashion: experts analyze the article page so that finding the value of
a field becomes a classification task given the output of all the experts. Unlike C ONFHEX
and the first alternative discussed above, this approach only works on particular types of
news sites, but has the advantage of being simpler overall.
The news extraction application is interesting not only in that we are able to use
C ONFHEX directly to perform automatic extraction, but also in that we can trade off the
generality of C ONFHEX for performance to satisfy real-world constraints.
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Site
Appliance4U
ApplianceDirect
AuchanHistoryPoliticsBooks
BumpsMaternity
BuyDiscountPerfumes
Castorama5
CcSportsAndFitness
CdExpressL
CdExpressS
CdExpressWXYZ
DecathlonFr
DigiUk
EpFashions
Etam
FamoustoreDVDs
FergusonFitness
Flowers800
FrontRowDvd
GardenBuildingsDirect
GeraldOnline
GreatSoftwareOnline
HiEnergyShop
HqHair
InternetCamerasDirectAccessories
Joueclub
LookFantastic
MattressOnline
MillerPC
Mx2
Natoora
PixelFlash
Quelle
SaverSoftware
Scarlett4U
ShoeShop
SnapdragonJewellery
SportE
TackleShop
TrueShopping
TvAndVideoDirect
UKAppliances
WaitRoseDirect
WowWoman
YellowPetal
unemilleordifr

Precision
C ONFHEX 0-1
25.60
25.60
53.20
49.80
17.30
30.00
83.30
20.20
16.90
16.90
72.60
100.00
50.00
14.40
100.00
31.80
26.60
20.80
53.80
38.00
81.30
36.40
53.60
53.60
15.70
23.00
53.40
33.30
49.70
24.40
21.40
20.00
86.80
40.80
48.20
70.90
44.00
100.00
58.50
39.90
21.30
60.40
17.70
66.70
25.60

Precision
C ONFHEX
25.40
30.90
100.00
56.60
15.60
33.20
55.30
20.30
12.60
16.90
56.20
100.00
100.00
14.40
100.00
20.00
47.50
20.70
53.90
47.60
25.50
27.10
57.60
56.60
26.60
38.40
53.40
93.10
86.30
60.10
37.30
20.00
86.80
54.00
61.80
44.80
46.20
100.00
40.40
54.10
38.70
79.40
22.90
58.30
55.50

Recall
C ONFHEX 0-1
100.00
74.20
100.00
97.20
88.60
71.80
82.50
99.00
97.40
98.60
81.20
65.20
94.20
100.00
55.80
100.00
95.40
93.00
96.80
100.00
98.60
99.40
97.90
92.60
96.30
78.20
100.00
57.40
83.20
78.50
92.00
90.50
100.00
92.90
93.40
100.00
72.70
90.60
99.30
96.80
54.60
88.50
90.10
85.70
93.20

Recall
C ONFHEX
99.00
73.20
100.00
95.10
88.10
94.00
73.10
99.00
97.40
97.40
69.40
100.00
100.00
100.00
44.80
89.30
96.60
99.70
95.80
96.60
99.30
99.40
63.50
95.90
98.40
75.80
100.00
52.60
50.70
81.00
86.40
92.30
100.00
88.20
96.80
100.00
75.20
100.00
77.40
100.00
49.80
83.00
93.90
100.00
95.20

Table 6.2: Comparing C HEX and C ONFHEX — We simulated C HEX using a modified version of C ONFHEX
to compare the two systems. C ONFHEX achieves better precision scores than C HEX.
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Chapter 7
Record Deduplication
7.1

Overview

In the previous chapters, we developed a framework for clustering web data with heterogeneous experts and used this approach to automatically extract data from web sites. We
evaluated our approach using data collected by supervised wrappers, but we were not able
to do a comparative analysis because of lack of standard site-extraction datasets. In this
chapter, we apply our approach to record deduplication, where we compare our results to
some published results.
Record deduplication is the problem of identifying records that refer to the same entity.
The challenge in record deduplication is to be able to do this even when records contain
noise such as misspelled, missing, incorrect or ambiguous values. For example, does the
record “Name: John Smith Address: 123 Main St” refer to the same person as “Name:
Smith, John Address: 132 Maing Street”? Making a good guess to answer this question
involves understanding that “John Smith” and “Smith, John” are the same names, that
“John Smith” is a common enough name that it does not necessarily uniquely identify
a person, that “St” is an abbreviation for “Street”, that depending on whether 123 and
132 are legitimate street numbers on “Main Street”, the digits 2 and 3 might have been
unintentionally transposed, that “Maing” is a misspelling of “Main” and so on.
Even though the name record deduplication implies finding and removing records that
are identical in a given dataset, the techniques used in record deduplication are also useful
in aggregating data from multiple data sources. In aggregating data, it is also useful to
identify records that refer to the same entity so that the relations between the records
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can be correctly established. When cast as the problem of linking records from multiple
data sources, record deduplication is also referred to as record linkage. The record linkage
problem has gained importance as many new data sources have become accessible through
the web. For example, if one data source contains product reviews and a second source
contains pricing information, it is useful to be able to link the two data sources together so
that there is a unified set of products and to each product its correct review and price are
assigned. If each product is assigned a unique identifier and both data sources include the
identifiers, then clearly the problem is trivial. Unfortunately, this is rarely the case. Either
there are no unique identifiers or the identifiers are not valid across multiple data sources.
Thus, the problem is identical to record deduplication.
In our experiments in the record deduplication domain, we analyze citations, which
consist of individual fields such as authors, title, and venue, each of which has their own
characteristics. We identify duplicate citations by clustering the records such that each
cluster represents the set of duplicate citations. In doing this, we use experts that understand how the value of a particular field from duplicate citations may be represented in
different forms, e.g., abbreviations of conference names.
There has been a great deal of research in the record linkage domain. Most of this work
(e.g, [5, 61]) focuses on the pairwise record-linkage problem formalized much earlier by
Fellegi and Sunter[31], where each pair of records is considered independently. In Fellegi
and Sunter’s formalization, a file of records A is merged with another file of records B.
During the merge, every record in A is compared against every record in B. The goal of
the comparison is to determine whether the record in A represents the same entity as the
record in B. The comparison decision is a function of a comparison vector of features on
pairs of records. For example, one component of the comparison vector might represent
whether a particular field of the two records contains identical strings. Fellegi and Sunter
show how to determine an optimal comparison function by minimizing errors that the
resulting record linkage rule makes.
In some recent work (e.g, [25, 57]), the focus has shifted to modeling the recordlinkage decisions jointly. The main difference between Fellegi and Sunter’s formalization
and the recent work is that whereas in the former the decision for each pair of records is
made independently of any other decisions, in the latter the decision for a pair has influence
over decisions on other pairs. To see why the latter approach is more powerful, consider
the case where record a is compared against records b1 and b2 . If a can be linked to b1
and b1 can be linked to b2 , then intuitively there is additional support for linking a to b2 .
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Fellegi and Sunter’s formalization does not take into account such support whereas the
recent work in modeling decisions jointly does.
The application of our approach to the record linkage domain is more closely related to
this type of modeling. In particular, it is useful compare our approach to Culotta and McCallum’s recent work [25]. Both approaches model pairwise similarities in a probabilistic
framework and use greedy agglomerative clustering to find a locally optimum solution.
The main difference between the two approaches is that Culotta and McCallum focus on
learning feature coefficients jointly by using conditional random fields whereas we use a
simpler Bayesian model and train experts independently.
An advantage of our approach is that it is much easier to add new experts. Because each
expert is trained independently, adding new experts is not computationally demanding. In
contrast, adding a new expert to a joint-model involves retraining all the experts.
We used the same experimental set-up as Culotta and McCallum, based on a dataset
from the Cora Computer Science Research Paper Engine. The Cora dataset is a collection
of citation records, where each record consists of a number of fields such as title, author,
date, journal, etc. The record linkage problem is to identify those records that refer to the
same citation.
To cluster records, Culotta and McCallum define a set of features over pairs of samples.
Their features are based on string-edit distance of individual field values and also of the
full string representation of a record. By using simple features, Culotta and McCallum
leave it up-to their learning algorithm to discover what is already known about the citation
domain. Thus, their approach requires a framework that can learn complex relationships
between simple features.
This kind of approach may be useful in some domains, but most real-world problems
don’t require such complex frameworks if more background knowledge about the problem
can be made available to the solver.
Like Culotta and McCallum, we also solve the citation and venue deduplication problems, and do so without co-clustering, and compare our results to theirs. In contrast to their
string-edit based features, we developed several knowledge-rich experts that capture some
of the common types of structures that we observed in the citation domain. We were able to
obtain good results by solving the citation and venue problems independently. Investigating whether co-clustering with knowledge-rich experts provides additional improvement
remains as future work.
As our baseline, we also evaluated our approach using a generic expert that measures
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string similarity between pairs of samples. We created multiple instances of this expert for
individual fields. Thus, we have experts for fields such as author, title, and date. This is
similar to Culotta and McCallum’s approach except that the learning approach is considerably simpler.
The next two section describe the experts we have used for clustering citations.

7.1.1

Citation Experts

• Normalized Title: Many variations of titles are due to differences in spacing, capitalization, and truncation, so we applied string-edit distance to titles after we removed spaces, lower-cased all letters, and truncated long titles to a fixed number of
characters.
• Venue Type: In the Cora dataset, some fields are optional. In particular, there are
several different fields, e.g., journal or book-title, that contain the venue name and
each record has only one of these fields present. One of our experts simply identifies
whether two records have the same venue field or not. Note that this information is
not available by string-edit distance on corresponding fields.
• Venue Name: One of the experts compares the venue name regardless of which of
the several venue fields it comes from after normalizing it by removing spaces and
common stop words, and lower-casing it.
• Book Title: The book title field is overloaded in that it is sometimes the title of the
book in which the cited work appears and sometimes the title of the book which is
being cited. In the former case, the record also contains a title field whereas in the
latter it does not. Thus, the expert which compares the book title field uses the value
in this field only when the title field is not present.
• Journal Article: Most citations to journal articles contain two fields, volume and
page, in addition to the journal field. One of our experts uses all three fields in a
hierarchical way to compare citations. If all three fields match, then similarity is
high; if only journal and volume match, then similarity is lower; if only journal
matches, then it is still lower; if no fields match; then it is lowest. Before comparing
the individual fields, the expert also normalizes the journal name (in the same way
as titles are normalized), and the volume and page fields by removing all characters
except the digits.
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• Location: This expert simply computes string-edit distance on the location field.

7.1.2

Venue experts

• Venue Abbreviations: This expert checks whether one venue name is an abbreviation of another name when one name is less than four characters long and the other
is more. For the shorter name to be an abbreviation of the longer one, each of its
characters must appear as the first character of some word in the longer.
• Editor: This expert simply computes string-edit distance on the editor field.
• Normalized Title: Same expert as above.1
• Venue Name: Same expert as above.

7.2

Experiments

Culotta and McCallum approach the citation-deduplication problem as a co-clustering
problem where they simultaneously cluster the dataset to find co-citations and also cluster
it to find co-venues. This is useful because identifying co-citations provides additional
information for finding co-venues and vice versa. Thus, they report two sets of results:
baseline results for clustering citations and venues independently and improved results
from co-clustering them.
Following Culotta and McCallum’s experimental design, we evaluate our system on
each of the three hold-out subsets,2 use the pairwise-F1 measure to evaluate clustering
accuracy, and report micro-averages over the pairs.

7.2.1

Results

Our approach achieved pairwise-F1 scores of 0.938 and 0.891 in the two sub-problems
of the dataset. These scores are higher than Culotta and McCallum’s scores of 0.908 and
1

Note that even though we use the exact same expert for both the citation and venue problems, the

confidence scores assigned to a pair of samples by the same expert will be different in the two problems. For
example, a matching journal name indicates co-venues with high probability but co-citations with a much
lower probability.
2
The running time of our system varied between a few minutes to half an hour on a 2.4 GHz Pentium.
Culotta and McCallum report running times from 20 minutes to an hour, but experiments were done on
different hardware, so performance results are not comparable.
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Figure 7.1: Record Linkage Results — Tacking the citation deduplication problem with knowledge-rich
experts gives results comparable to those obtained with a more sophisticated and computationally-expensive
framework.

0.845 on the two datasets, but additional experiments using both systems would be needed
to infer that one system is better than the other. Figure 7.1 gives a summary of the four
sets of results: Our baseline with the generic string-edit distance, Culotta and McCallum’s
independent clustering and co-clustering, and our results with knowledge-rich experts.
There are two observations to make. First, our baseline is lower than Culotta’s independent
clustering results in the citation problem but not in the venue problem. We believe this is
because the venue problem is simple enough that the more powerful representation of
Culotta’s approach does not provide any gains over our simpler approach. Second, using
knowledge-rich experts with a naive-model gives better results than that of learning a jointmodel of simple “experts”, at least on this particular dataset.

7.3

Summary

In this chapter, we applied our approach in the record deduplication domain by developing
a set of experts specific to this domain. Our results demonstrate that combining experts
that analyze multiple types of structure compares well to a framework that learns complex
interdependencies between simple features.
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Chapter 8
Related Work
8.1

Data Extraction from the Web

Data extraction from the web is a well-studied area of applied artificial intelligence research. Much of the previous work focuses on finding new ways to extract data from the
web pages or improve the quality of existing techniques. Our work also follows this path,
but rather than focusing on a particular technique, our goal is to build a framework in
which many of these techniques can be combined in a principled fashion. In this section,
we describe some of the common techniques used for data extraction from the web.

8.1.1

Wrappers

A wrapper is a function that maps web pages to extracted data[48]. The wrapper induction
algorithms take as training examples a set of labeled pages and typically find regularexpression like patterns to locate the labels within the pages.
Extensions to the basic wrapper, such as in Stalker[46], are possible so that the induced
wrapper extracts structured data instead of labels. The input to Stalker is the embedded
catalog, which defines the hierarchical structure of the data in terms of lists, groups and
items, and a set of training examples, which are labeled pages. A page is labeled by
marking up the data to be extracted on the page and linking it to its role in the embedded
catalog. Stalker then learns a set of extraction rules using a covering algorithm and attaches
them to the embedded catalog. The embedded catalog together with the attached rules is a
wrapper that can extract structured data.
Wrapper induction systems like Stalker require no programming and are very useful
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in reducing the time to generate a wrapper by hand, but they have several shortcomings:
First, an induced wrapper typically works on a single type of page. Second, a wrapper
makes available only the type of data that it is trained on (e.g., if a wrapper is built to
extract zip codes, it will not extract state abbreviations). And most importantly, wrapper
induction requires human effort to create training sets.
In contrast to wrapper induction systems, our approach can wrap a web site without
any training sets and will turn all data that is on the site into machine processable form. In
fact, the output from our approach can be viewed as the result of building and applying a
consistent set of wrappers to a given site.
Wrapper induction can also be cast as a classification problem[19]. In this type of
approach, an HTML page is first represented as a DOM tree. Each DOM node is then
assigned a label which represents whether the content of the node is extracted or not. The
classification problem is to assign to each node the correct label. When extraction is cast a
classification problem, standard machine learning algorithms can be used to automatically
build a classifier from training data. The resulting classifier can then be applied to new
pages to extract data from unseen pages. This type of approach requires each DOM node
to be represented as features. Cohen and Fan define 19 such features. These features
represent the local structure of the DOM tree, such as the name of the parent node, the
number of child nodes and so on. The advantage of this approach over the more traditional
wrapper induction approaches is that the induced classifier can be made more general than
a traditional wrapper in the sense that it can successfully label nodes from different page
types. This is because the hand-coded features are less sensitive to page-type than the
actual extraction patterns that wrapper induction algorithms learn. Our approach is similar
to Cohen and Fan’s approach in that the types of structure that the algorithms work on are
at a higher level of abstraction than individual tokens. However, while Cohen and Fan’s
approach uses hand-coded features over the DOM tree, our approach raises the level of
abstraction from features to arbitrary experts, allowing multiple types of representation
such as page layout and link structure to be utilized.
Another dimension in which wrappers can be generalized is the page representation
over which extraction patterns are learned. Cohen, Hurst and Jensen introduce a system
in which the wrapper induction system is composed of a master algorithm which learns
extraction rules over multiple languages each of which is defined by a builders[20]. Each
builder defines an extraction language over a different representation, such as token sequences, DOM trees, or page layout and also a method to minimally generalize an extrac94

tion rule in that language to match training samples. For example, a builder can define
an extraction language over the token sequence representation of a page, so that a rule to
extract the price of a product from HTML segments such as “Price: $7.99” can simply
be expressed as the tokens following “Price:”. The master learner than induces extraction
rules from training samples by a set-covering algorithm that combines the extraction rules
from the builders. This approach and our approach shares the intuition that for successful
extraction over many types of page-types and web sites, it is necessary to take advantage
of different types of structure. Whereas Cohen, Hurst and Jensen focus on inducing wrappers by directly utilizing different representations of pages, we focus on discovering the
relational form of the page indirectly from the hypotheses generated by analyzing different
types of web structure.
In a recent survey of web data extraction approaches[12], Chang et al., compare current approaches in three areas: level of structure in the input (e.g., extracting facts from
free-form news articles as opposed to extracting data from HTML), techniques used in
the approach (e.g., extraction rule induction or grammar induction), level of automation
(e.g., whether an approach requires collecting training samples). Additionally, they categorize current approaches into four levels of supervision: manually built, supervised,
semi-supervised, and unsupervised. It is useful to analyze our approach along the first
two areas (the level of automation is mainly reflects the engineering effort put into turning
an approach into a polished system) and level of supervision. Our approach falls into the
unsupervised category, requiring no training samples for extraction. Unlike other unsupervised approaches which rely on grammar induction and require input pages to be of the
same page-type, our approach works on pages from multiple page-types. In terms of the
structure of input, like other web extraction approaches, our approach expects its input to
be semi-structured. In particular, our approach relies on the assumption that many web
sites are generated from data that is relational to start with and that the relational structure
has been partially preserved in the observable structure of the site. In terms of extraction
techniques, our approach is novel in that it uses a clustering approach whereas existing
approaches either use induction or classification for extraction.

8.1.2

Table Extraction

Table extraction research focuses on detection and understanding of tables in text and
web documents[81]. Detection involves locating tables on a page whereas understand95

ing involves segmenting tabular data into cells and aligning them correctly. The current
techniques either rely on the layout of the document or on the syntax and semantics of its
content. For example, it is possible to take advantage of HTML markup commonly used
to display tables to find values inside a table. Furthermore, because almost all tables are
formatted such that records are laid out horizontally on the page, it is valid to assume that
records are composed of consecutive values as they appear in the HTML source. With
these assumptions, table understanding can be cast and solved as a constraint-satisfaction
problem[49]. As another example, semantic information represented in the form of an
ontology can be used to perform table understanding[29, 77]. The ontology defines the
group of attributes that records in a table are likely to have, the patterns that match values of attributes, and keywords that are likely to be around particular attributes. The
knowledge stored in the ontology then makes it possible to identify records and their attributes on HTML pages. Alternatively, tables can be extracted by using heuristics that
rely only on visual, in other words page-layout, information[33]. In general, these types of
approaches[13, 47, 59, 72] focus on a particular structure and are complimentary to ours
in that a table extractor can easily be turned into an expert.
In this work, we are attacking a bigger problem, which includes table extraction as a
sub-problem. In fact, a table extraction algorithm can be used as an expert. Even though
the problem is bigger, our approach is potentially at an advantage, because it starts with
richer input that can include multiple samples of a single table structure as well as other
types of structure such as URL patterns that help in extracting tabular data.

8.1.3

Grammar Induction

Starting from a set of positive and negative examples, grammar induction aims to find a
formal grammar or automata for a language that contains the positive examples but not the
negative ones. In general, grammar induction is a hard problem.
The site-extraction problem can be cast as a grammar induction problem where the
relational structure is imposed on the space of grammars. For example, the grammar
rule for a page is in the form of pagei → cell1 cell2 . . . celln and each cell rule is either
celli → literal or celli → relationj . In this formulation, the problem is to choose the
correct rules and instantiate the literals to correct token sequences.
One early grammar induction system is Sequitur. Sequitur relies on two hard constraints to limit its search space: Pairs of symbols are unique within the right side of
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grammar rules and every rule is used more than once.
Another research project that is based on grammar induction and that aims to build
wrappers for web pages automatically is RoadRunner[24]. In general, grammar induction
is an intractable problem, but RoadRunner restricts the form of candidate grammars to
turn its search space into a tractable one and can induce grammars from a set of positive
examples.
Zhai and Liu[82] describe a method to automatically build wrappers for list pages by
analyzing a single sample page. Their method relies on the following two assumptions. 1.
Each record is contained within a unique subtree of the parse tree. 2. Collections of records
are laid out in contiguous areas on the screen. With these assumptions, their method works
as follows: 1. Identify collections of data records by finding subtrees that are close to each
other on the screen and similar in structure. 2. Within each collection, identify records and
their fields by aligning subtrees with a heuristic tree alignment algorithm. Interestingly,
even though their method relies heavily on DOM structure, it does not directly use the
DOM tree obtained from the HTML source of a page. Rather, it constructs a new DOM
tree by combining information from the layout and parse of a page. The authors observe
that a page that is displayed correctly does not necessarily have a correct DOM structure.
This observation is in line with our hypothesis that discovering web page structure requires
multiple types of experts.
In general, the disadvantage of grammar induction is that utilizing different types of
web structure becomes difficult within a grammar induction framework. For example, to
use the layout of a page during grammar induction, either the layout information has to be
encoded into the samples, which normally contain only text of the pages, or the induction
algorithm has to be modified in an ad-hoc fashion to make use of the layout information,
perhaps as a heuristic, while it is processing the pages. Clearly, neither of these approaches
is satisfactory.

8.1.4

Unsupervised Extraction

When the extraction task is restricted to a specific domain, it is possible to extract data
without explicitly building wrappers. In their recent work[60, 80], both Wong et al. and
Probst et al. focus on the task of extracting product attributes from web pages. The
intuition in Wong’s approach is that by combining site-independent, but domain specific
knowledge, about products and site-dependent page-layout information, product attributes
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can be extracted in an unsupervised fashion. When some of the values of attributes are
known, these values can be used to understand the site-specific page-layout of a new site.
For example, knowing that the attribute “resolution” takes in values such as “600 dpi”
allows the discovery of specific formatting (e.g.,“italic font on the second column of the
parent table”) on a particular site. The discovery of the site-specific format then allows
the rest of the attributes and their values to be located. Wong et al. use this intuition
to develop a framework which assigns probabilities to text segments and their attributes
by combining site-independent domain knowledge and site-specific layout information
which are represented in a probabilistic graphical model. Similarly, Probst et al., describe
an approach where attribute values are extracted via classification. To reduce the number
of training samples, they use a heuristic approach to automatically label samples with high
precision (but low recall) and then use naive Bayes to improve the recall. In comparison
to our approach which defines a general framework for combining an arbitrary number of
structures, both approaches focus on a particular extraction task and use a small number of
specific types of structure: values of attributes are generally common across multiple sites
and that different attributes are formatted similarly or appear adjacent to similar words on
any given site. The trade-off over our approach is that the specific extraction task can be
accomplished without the need to build many experts.

8.2

Relational Model Learning.

The relational learning problem is to find a model that can predict the values in a relation.
The model, which can be decision trees, first order logic formulas, Markov models, etc., is
built based on a given set of tuples from the relation. Once the model is learned, missing
attributes can be predicted based on the values of known attributes. We will look at Rapier
and probabilistic relational models (PRMs), two approaches that have been applied to the
web domain, in detail.
Rapier’s[10] learning algorithm is based on ideas from inductive logic programming
(ILP) research. The extraction pattern language it uses is analogous to the first order logic
formulas of ILP in that the patterns are generalizations of the training examples. Rapier
uses a specific-to-general search to find patterns and guides its search using a compressionbased metric.
PRMs[34] extend Bayesian networks from modeling flat data sets to modeling richer
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relational data sets. Like Bayesian networks, PRMs are probabilistic networks that represent the statistical dependencies of attributes within a single table, but in addition to
Bayesian networks, the dependencies in PRMs also include attributes from related tables.
Once the parameters of a PRM are determined, it assigns a probability to any instantiation
of the relational structure.
In general, relational model learning approaches are difficult to apply to the web wrapping problem, because these approaches assume that their input is from a relational source.
In the web wrapping problem, the bulk of observable data is in the form of token sequences. To apply relational model learning approaches, the web sites need to be converted
into relational form first.
One way to do the conversion is to use a meta-model where the relations do not model
the relations between the data but between the objects, such as pages and tokens, that
represent the data[35]. To capture the sequential relation between tokens, the meta-model
has to introduce either some “precedes” relation or indices to label the tokens. In the first
case, long range structures, such as between the header and footer of a page, are hard to
discover. In the second case, the indices need to be treated specially, because withing the
relational model, indices do not carry their usual ordering and closeness meaning.
A second way is to start with a known relational model for the data[71]. This approach is useful in classifying and clustering pages when the underlying relational model
is known, but applying it to new sites requires additional manual modeling work.
In contrast to relational model learning approaches, where the algorithms look for a
model that best fits the relational data, our approach searches for a relational representation
of the (sequential and linked) data that best represents the multiple types of substructure
of the data.

8.2.1

Data Mining in Graphs.

Another area of research, which is related to grammar induction and relational model
learning, is data mining in graphs. Subdue[22] is a system that discovers substructures
in structural data represented as graphs. Objects in the system are represented by nodes
or small subgraphs, and relations between them by edges. Substructures are subgraphs
that occur multiple times in the graph. Subdue builds a dictionary of substructures and
replaces the occurrences, which may match only approximately to the substructures, by
references to the entries of the dictionary. The process is repeated on the resulting graph
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and substructures are allowed to contain references to existing substructures. In this way,
nested substructures can be discovered.
The hierarchical template expert and the Subdue approach are similar in that starting
from instances of a concept, both induce the concept and replace the instances with references to the concept and so are able to discover complex structures. In the case of the
hierarchical template, the instances are the rows of a list and the concept is the row template. In Subdue, the instances are the subgraphs and the concept is a pattern that matches
the subgraphs.
The hierarchical template algorithm is a specialized version of Subdue, because it
works on a particular graph, the DOM tree, and looks for a particular kind of substructure.
As in the relation learning case, applying graph mining techniques to the web wrapping
problem suffers from the fact that the token sequences are not easily put into structured
form.

8.3

Clustering

Clustering is the problem of partitioning data so that similar samples are grouped together.
Our approach uses clustering as a framework in which multiple heterogeneous experts
combined. In particular, the common language that experts use is defined over clusters.
Experts output hypotheses that state how likely two samples are in the same cluster. We
also use standard clustering algorithms[27], such as the leader-follower algorithm in C HEX
and the greedy agglomerative algorithm in C ONFHEX.
Even though our approach relies on clustering concepts and techniques, the emphasis
of our approach is orthogonal to that of core clustering research. Our focus is combining heterogeneous experts in a principled way whereas the focus of clustering research
is clustering algorithms[41]. Core clustering research focuses on improving clustering
algorithms in performance and accuracy.
There are some specific research areas within the clustering domain which are more
relevant to our approach than core clustering research. Next we discuss several relevant
areas: coclustering, clustering with constraints and ensemble clustering.
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8.3.1

Coclustering

In coclustering, two related clustering problems are solved simultaneously to take advantage of the fact that a cluster of samples in the first clustering problem provides some
information about the clustering of related samples in the second problem. For example,
when documents and words are clustered into topics, documents in the same cluster are
more likely to contain words that are also grouped together. As another example, in the
citation deduplication problem of Chapter 7, when two records are identified to be in the
same venue, then they are more likely to refer to the same citation. In the web domain,
data items are clearly more likely to be in the same cluster when the pages which the data
items are on are in the same cluster.
One approach to coclustering is to model the particular coclustering constraints explicitly. For example, in the citation deduplication problem of Chapter 7, Culotta and
McCallum[25] define a probabilistic model that explicitly defines the relation between
two records having the same venue and two records referring to the same citation. Alternatively, a more general approach to coclustering can be taken by considering the joint
distribution of two random variables over the two sample sets and minimizing the loss in
mutual information in going from individual samples to clusters of samples.
In our experiments in the citation deduplication domain, we are able to achieve results
better than those achieved with coclustering. This is because we are able to take advantage
of the coclustering structure with experts that take into account venues. In more complex
domains, an extension of our approach to allow coclustering may be useful. One way to do
this is to add a new root node that represents the joint clustering to the Bayesian network
of Chapter 5. The prior probability distribution of this node would represent coclustering
constraints such as those between venues and citations. Finding the optimal clustering in
this new formulation becomes more difficult as the search would need to take into account
the prior probabilities. We leave this extension as future work.

8.3.2

Clustering with Constraints

An alternative approach for combining experts is to interpret their output as constraints
that can then be used to improve the performance of clustering algorithms. In this approach, experts would output their hypotheses as must-link or cannot-link constraints that
respectively indicate whether two samples should or should not be in the same cluster[75].
A set of must-link and cannot-link constraints is consistent if there is at least one clustering
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such that all constraints are satisfied.
The resulting set of constraints can then be used to improve clustering algorithms in a
variety of ways. For example, constraints can be used to reduce the size of the clustering
search space by assuring that the search only considers clusterings where all constraints
are satisfied[76]. Alternatively, constraints can be used to distort the sample space such
that samples referred in a must-link constraint are brought closer and samples referred in
a cannot-link constraint are pushed farther apart[45]. Distorting the sample space has the
advantage that the effects of constraints are propagated to samples that are in the neighborhood of the samples referred by the constraints. Assuming the constraints are consistent,
another alternative is to use the constraints to generate initial partitionings. Clustering algorithms, such as k-means, that require a initial partitioning can benefit from generating
the initial partition from constraints rather than randomly[4].
Constraints can also be used to train a classifier which can then extrapolate whether
unseen pairs of samples are in the same cluster or not[18]. This approach is similar to
our approach in that the clustering step uses a learned function between pairs rather than a
pre-defined metric on the sample space.

8.3.3

Ensemble Clustering

Another research area that is relevant to our approach is ensemble clustering[70]. In ensemble clustering, the goal is to find a new clustering by combining the information in
multiple clusterings of the same data set. This type of work focuses on defining a clustering criteria that takes into account how samples are clustered in different clusterings. This
is relevant to our approach in that complete or partial clusterings rather than pairs can be
used as the common language of experts. The combination of experts can then be done
through ensemble clustering techniques. As a simplified example, consider taking advantage of both URL patterns and page content similarity to find clusters of pages. The pages
can be independently clustered using URLs and page content, perhaps using a standard
document clustering algorithm, and then the resulting clusterings can be combined using
ensemble clustering techniques. The advantage of this is that if an expert does generate
a clustering hypothesis as part of its processing, then the output captures the clustering
hypothesis directly. With pairwise hints as the common language, the same clustering
hypothesis needs to be expressed as a large collection of hypotheses on individual pairs.
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8.4

Multi-Expert Approaches

Combining multiple experts, as we do for the web data extraction problem, has been applied to many difficult AI problems, such as document classification, scene interpretation[9] or speech recognition[30]. Under certain simplifying assumptions, such as prediction of 0-1 valued functions, it can be proven that it is possible to combine the output of
multiple experts in a way so as to bound the number of errors as a function of the errors
made by the best expert[8].
The theoretic results in combining multiple experts is typically done in the on-line
learning setting[51]. Here, the meta-learner receives predictions from multiple learners,
makes its prediction based solely on the predictions from the learners and then is given
the correct prediction with which the meta-learner updates its model of the learners for its
next prediction.
Even though the meta-learner may not perform as well as the best learner on particular
instances, if there is not one particular learner that outperforms all others on all instances,
then the meta-learning approach performs well because it is always bounded by the error
rate of the best learner. This is also the intuition behind our approach: By combining
multiple experts, we can achieve better extraction results on average than using particular
types of structure.
When there are many experts to combine some of which are not relevant to the current
problem instance, as is the case in text classification[21], it is more efficient to use only a
subset of relevant experts[7, 32].
In blackboard systems[23], a number of experts collectively solve a problem by communicating through a blackboard. The common language in which messages are posted
to and read from the blackboard is specifically designed for the type of problems that the
system is built to solve. Our approach is similar to blackboard systems in that the experts’
hypotheses are collected in a central location. Unlike blackboard systems, our experts do
not read and make use of hypotheses posted by other experts, although this is an area that
deserves future work: for example, experts that are computationally expensive are better
run on small sub-problems as they arise from the hypotheses of cheaper experts. As a concrete example, it might not be possible to run an ISBN lookup on every ten digit number,
but if some experts generate a hypothesis that a group of numbers are all ISBN numbers,
the ISBN lookup expert could be run to verify this hypothesis.
Like blackboard systems, in multi-agent systems[28], multiple experts or agents are
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utilized to solve problems. Unlike blackboard systems, the emphasis of multi-agent systems is to avoid central control of agents. Thus, multi-agent system research focuses
building autonomous agents that can function without central control, and the communication(e.g., [43]) and coordination (e.g., [66]) of such autonomous agents.
Next we describe some example multi-expert systems and compare them to our approach.

8.4.1

GRAVA - Self-Adaptive Architecture

Robertson[62] describes a multi-agent architecture for solving vision problems robustly.
He observes that scene interpretation can be solved relatively easily in specialized applications (such as in manufacturing) where the environment (lighting, sensor locations,
objects in the scene, etc.) is well-known and tightly controlled, but the problem becomes
much harder in applications where the environment changes dynamically. As a solution,
Robertson proposes an adaptive and layered architecture, where higher layers interpret the
output from lower layers. The interpretation provided by the top level is the output of
the system. The architecture is adaptive because when unexpected results are found, a
lower-layer can signal a higher-layer which then can regenerate the lower-layer using the
additional knowledge that current assumptions are not valid.
In general, for a given problem instance, multiple interpretations are possible. GRAVA
uses the MDL principle to pick the most likely interpretation. MDL provides a uniform
measure across multiple agents even when the agents operate at differing levels of abstraction. Optimizing for MDL is equivalent to finding the most likely interpretation.
Tessar[73] describes an application of Robertson’s architecture where the problem is
to interpret ancient text. The two agents in this application are the character agent which
matches the stroke information extracted from the image of the text to the characters in the
training set and the word agent which matches the character sequences from the character
agent against a corpus of words. Both agents compute the description lengths of their interpretations. For example, a perfect word match generates a description length that is only
related to the frequency of the word in the corpus whereas a partial match generates a description length that combines the frequency of the word and the length of the description
for a transformation that turns the word into the partially matched character sequence.
The application uses Monte Carlo approximation to search across interpretations. In
the Monte Carlo approach, agents are asked to output interpretations multiple times. Each
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agent picks an interpretation in relation to the description length of that interpretation: The
shorter the description length, the more likely it is for an interpretation to be picked. The
Monte Carlo approach allows the system to avoid local minima. If an agent always picks
the most likely interpretation for its input, the overall most likely interpretation might
never be found because it might be the case that the optimal high-level interpretation does
not include the locally-optimal low-level interpretation. By running the Monte Carlo simulation many times, the distribution of the top-level interpretation is sampled. From this
distribution, the most likely interpretation is picked as the solution.
Comparison to our approach
Robertson’s approach uses MDL whereas we use probabilities to measure overall progress.
The two measures can be shown to be equivalent under certain conditions. Regardless of
whether they are equivalent or not, the two formalizations both provide a common unit
of measure where values have a global meaning across heterogeneous experts and can be
combined in a principled way.
Robertson has a separate interpreter that controls the activation of agents while we simply allow all experts to run on the problem. Robertson’s approach works well when there
is a clear hierarchy of experts such that the output of experts in one layer is consumed by
experts at the next layer. Our approach avoids the additional complexity of an interpreter
by having all experts run independent of each other. In simplifying the framework, we
give up on the flexibility of having experts that use other experts’ output.

8.4.2

Proverb - A Crossword Solver

Our approach of combining multiple experts in a probabilistic framework is similar to
Proverb[67], a crossword puzzle solver. A clue in a crossword puzzle can have multiple
answers. This is because there are multiple categories of clues such as synonyms, quotations, abbreviations, or geography and also because even when interpreted in a particular
category, a clue can have multiple answers. One of the challenges of the crossword problem is that in finding the correct answer to a particular clue (in a particular crossword), one
has to consider both multiple interpretations of the clue and the constraints of the answer
grid.
Proverb has a number of “experts” that given a clue, output their list of best candidate
answers together with probabilistic preferences assigned to each candidate. The solution
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to the puzzle is found by globally optimizing the probability assignment for the particular
choice of answers. Proverb’s experts are analogous to our experts. Its common hypothesis
language is lists of candidate answers with a confidence score attached to each answer.

8.4.3

Poirot - Integrated Learning

Poirot is an ambitious project that aims to achieve human-like performance in learning in
planning domains. Given a single demonstration of a successful execution of a task, Poirot
aims to learn to generate plans that solve similar tasks. For example, Poirot can be given
the sequence of actions that a human user follows as he schedules a medical evacuation
task and asked to solve another evacuation task but in the military domain instead of the
civil domain.
Poirot follows a similar approach to ours at a high-level. It consists of a set of learners
that generate hypotheses and a meta-learner that ultimately combines the hypotheses into
one workflow. Learners are similar to our experts in that they work independently from
each other, have access to use as much background knowledge as necessary, and output
their hypotheses in LTML, the common language.
LTML is more expressive than our common language in general. Its expressions are
in a higher-order logic, where hypotheses about other hypotheses can be expressed. In
contrast, the common language we have experimented with only allows statements about
pairs of samples. One area in which it is more expressive than LTML is on probabilistic
statements. In our common language, each hypothesis has a confidence score associated
with it whereas in LTML hypotheses are binary: they are either posted by the experts or
not.
Having an arbitrarily complex “common” language makes combining the experts difficult. In our approach, the experts are combined simply by finding the most-likely clustering given the hypotheses about pairs from the experts. Poirot follows a different approach where some meta-experts examine posted hypotheses and post new ones to guide
the learners so that eventually hypotheses describe a correct and complete workflow.
The termination of our approach is well defined. First experts generate hints, then the
most likely model is found and returned as the solution. Poirot follows a more iterative
approach. Experts continually read and post hypotheses until a meta-learner determines
that enough hypotheses have been generated to form a solution.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Work
9.1

Summary

In this dissertation, we introduced a new approach to solve the problem of web site extraction, which falls into the general class of structure discovery problems. Site extraction
is the problem of finding a set of relational tables that best represent the data available
on a web site. This is an important problem as the web contains enormous amounts of
data which lays under a representation layer that facilitates human use but hides it from
machines. Extensive research has been done on making it easier to extract data from the
web and put it in machine-accessible form, but in general research has focused on extracting particular types of data or from particular sites or the approaches have required
human effort for training. In this dissertation, we introduced a new approach of tackling
the problem of site extraction. The new approach applies to many types of web sites and
even other domains where the problem can be cast as a structure discovery problem. Our
approach also reduces the the human effort involved in extracting data.
The main principle of the new approach is to take advantage of many different types
of clues, such as URL patterns or visual layout, that appear on a web site. This is done
by combining experts each of which focuses on a particular type of clue. Following this
principle, we developed two frameworks.
In the first framework, our focus was on developing a common hypotheses language. A
common language allows a collection of heterogeneous experts to express their discoveries
in a uniform way and the output from the experts to be combined in a principled fashion.
With the common language defined, we went on to develop a set of experts for the site
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extraction problem. Our experiments with this system showed that it was able to achieve
good extraction accuracy in terms of the standard precision, recall and F1 measures on a
number of sites of different types, but it was also clear that better performance was still
possible as the first framework has an inherent shortcoming: experts are not able to assign
confidence scores to their hypotheses. Next, we developed a second framework where the
common language allows confidence scores on hypotheses.
In the second framework, each expert not only generates hypotheses from the particular type of structure it specializes in, but also assign confidence scores to its hypotheses.
This allows more information from the experts to be available while the hypotheses are
combined. We experimented with the second framework first in the web domain where
we improved on the results of the first framework. Then, we applied the same framework
to the record linkage domain by developing a set of experts specific to this domain. This
allowed us to do a comparative study against published results, which was difficult to do
in the web domain. Our results indicate that combining experts that analyze multiple types
of structure compares well to a framework that learns complex interdependencies between
simple features.

9.2

Contributions

The main contribution of this work is a new approach to data extraction from the web. In
our thesis statement we claimed that by encapsulating human knowledge about different
types of web structure as software experts and combining these experts while maintaining
a consistent model of the underlying data, we can solve the web data extraction problem
successfully. To this end, we developed two frameworks for combining software experts,
defined a cluster-based representation of data as an intermediate form from which the relational form can be derived, built experts that understand common types of web structure,
and demonstrated that the approach achieves high accuracy in data extraction from the
web.
Other contributions are:
• Site Extraction: We defined the problem of site extraction, which is the problem
of finding the relational form of all data on a given web site. This is a novel way
to look at the problem of data extraction from the web as previous work focuses
on extracting specific types of data, such as person names, addresses, or dates, or
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extracting data from specific page-types. Considering the site as a whole instead
gives our experts a potentially richer set of structures to work on.
• Clustering with Heterogeneous Experts: We introduced a new approach of combining heterogeneous experts to solve clustering problems. The approach relies on
a common language in which experts output their findings and a search strategy that
ensures global consistency of the solution. In particular, the common language requires each hypothesis to assert whether a pair of samples are in the same cluster or
not. The common language allows our approach to be able to make use of the output
from any expert regardless of the particular type of structure that it is working on.
An important aspect of the process of combining experts is that global consistency
of the data model is maintained. For the clustering approach, this means that the
solution is a proper partitioning of the samples so that each sample belongs to one
and exactly one cluster.
• Implementation: We implemented a flexible clustering system into which any number of experts can be added. We also developed a number of sophisticated experts
that understand complicated web structures. The clustering system and the web experts can be used together for the site extraction problem. The clustering system and
the set of web experts are also useful on their own for future work.

9.3
9.3.1

Future work
Theoretical Framework

In this work, we viewed the problem of data extraction from the web as a structure discovery problem, tackled it by combining heterogeneous experts that encapsulate human
knowledge about surface structure and showed empirically that the approach works in
the web and record linkage domains. An important next step is to build a theoretical
framework of structure discovery via experts that understand surface structure. A theory
of structure discovery would define hidden and surface “structure” formally, characterize
the relation between hidden and surface structure, characterize experts in terms of how
accurately they represent this relation, all with the goal of tying together coverage and accuracy of experts, complexity of the hidden structure and the characteristics of the relation
of hidden and surface structure.
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9.3.2

Representation of Underlying Structure

The two frameworks we developed use a clustered-based representation as an intermediate form from which the ultimate relational representation can be derived. Alternatively,
the data can be directly modeled as relational tables rather than as clusters. This would
potentially allow experts to be more explicit in their discoveries. For example, the page
layout expert can generate separate hypotheses about data in rows versus data in columns,
assuming that the horizontal versus vertical layout of data is reflective about the underlying structure of data. The challenge in doing this is to develop efficient search algorithms
that can search through the space of such models.

9.3.3

Iterative Interpretation

Perhaps a more powerful approach to structure discovery is an iterative approach where at
each iteration, the model of the underlying data structure is updated based on the current set
of hypotheses from the experts’ and then experts re-“interpret” the problem while taking
into account the current model. This is similar to blackboard systems as discussed earlier,
with the exception that the experts consider only the current model rather than hypotheses
that have been generated by other experts. The current work does not directly address
this kind of iterative reasoning. An interesting path for future work is investigating how
experts can be made to make use of this type of dynamic knowledge.

9.3.4

Other Domains

To further validate the principles of our approach, it will be necessary to apply it in other
domains. This involves three areas of work:
• Developing Experts: One of the challenges in applying our approach to new domains is developing the set of experts which understand the common types of structure particular to that domain. This is a more difficult task the similar task of defining
features. Features allow samples to be represented in a simple, uniform manner so
that learning and using more complicated structures of the domain remain as part
of the discovery or learning problem. In contrast, experts encode as much as possible of the known structures so that the discovery process can make use of existing
knowledge.
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• Common Language: Another task in applying our approach to new domains is
the selection of a common language. The common language needs to be chosen
with the experts and the representation of the underlying structure in mind. A good
common language allows experts that work on heterogeneous structures to express
their discoveries naturally, but also is not overly complex that the search for the
underlying structure becomes prohibitive.
• Search: In our approach, we used a cluster-based representation of the underlying
data. This allowed us to use standard clustering algorithms, such as the leaderfollower algorithm and the agglomerative clustering algorithm, as our “search” algorithm. However, other data representations will require new search strategies.
Consider the problem of scene-recognition where the hidden 3D-model consists
of known set of solid objects. The search space for this problem is the set of all
configurations in 3D-space of the known objects such that none of the physicalworld constraints are violated. Effectively searching this space to find the solution
that maximally agrees with the hypotheses requires a strategy specific to this search
space and the hypothesis language.
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